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Medieval and Modern Heroes
eroism plays a great role in Tolkien’s writing. He created his 
heroes according to the rules of medieval traditions, as well as 
modern conceptions of what a hero should be. Elements such 

as prowess in battle, a sense of justice, and fate, present in ancient heroes, 
have been combined with modern Christian ideas about self-sacrifice in 
his writing. For Tolkien, a hero should be just and selfless, and the great-
est sin he can commit is the sin of pride. His heroes are also always con-
nected to each other, so that even though the heroism of Aragorn and 
Frodo differs greatly, they still complement and assist each other. This 
is most obvious in the relationship between the characters of Bilbo and 
Bard because both heroes, with all their differences, are necessary to the 
narrative of dragon-slaying. 

Aragorn and Frodo
In Nordic and Medieval narratives, heroes were portrayed as brave war-
riors who were expected to know their own worth and accept their social 
position. As Pálsson notes: 

This is a prevalent theme in Tolkien’s work, particularly in his two me-
dieval heroes, Aragorn in The Lord of the Rings and Bard the Bowman in 
The Hobbit.

Aragorn is first introduced in The Lord of the Rings as “one of the wan-
dering folk—Rangers we call them... he’s known round here as Strider” 
(156). He is not introduced as a noble hero, and it is only later revealed 
that he is “Aragorn, son of Arathorn . . . and he is descended through 
many fathers from Isildur Elendil’s son of Minas Ithil. He is the chief 
of the Dúnedain in the North” (246). Tolkien plays with the notions of  

IVANA ŠARIĆ

Tolkien’s Heroes
Comparison Between the Heroism of 
Frodo and Aragorn, and Bilbo and Bard

According to medieval ethics everyone should have a true estimation of 
his own worth, and he who places himself above his proper level is guilty 
of pride . . . In order to attain the ideal standard of conduct, people must 
not only know themselves fully but also be guided by that knowledge in 
everything they do. (57) 

Pálsson, Hermann
Art and Ethics in 

Hrafnkel’s Saga
1971.
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According to Raglan, there are twenty-two archetypal moments in a he-
ro’s life . . . It is mostly in the ending of his life that Aragorn departs from 
Raglan’s heroic pattern for he dies a peaceful, honoured death and he 
passes the sceptre to his son. With a bit of stretching he would get a score 
of about 13 on Raglan’s scale. (113-14)  

naming as he uses different names to conceal the identity of his charac-
ters. In order to become the king of Men, Aragorn has to renounce the 
Strider and claim his given name, alongside the responsibilities of his 
lineage. Tyler comments that Aragorn “became hardy and wisest of living 
men . . . But because of the many burdens he carried, Aragorn also grew 
sad and stern of countenance; and he was . . . a Ranger of the North. And 
yet he was no less than the direct descendant—through Kings” (20). 

Furthermore, according to Jones, Aragorn is “a very medieval hero: 
the noble exile, the bearer of a legendary sword, the fulfiller of prophecy” 
(112). In Tolkien’s writing, Aragorn represents the classic medieval hero 
who is rewarded with a crown and a kingdom in the end. The difference 
between Aragon and a traditional medieval hero, such as Beowulf, is that 
Aragorn does not have a champion, a warrior to fight for his cause, but, 
as Jones notes, “Tolkien presents him as a king who is his own champion” 
(116). 

In Beowulf, the titular hero is accompanied by his men when he goes 
to slay the dragon. By that time, he is already an old king who dies of the 
wounds inflicted by the dragon, but his loyal champion, Wiglaf, remains 
by his side and inherits the kingdom. Aragorn, on the other hand, is al-
ways his own champion, since he is the one present in all the battles and 
the one who prosperously rules Gondor until his peaceful death. Jones 
comments that: 

Jones, Leslie Ellen
Myth and Middle-earth 

2002.

Some of the points on the above mentioned Raglan’s scale that Aragorn 
conforms with are: “his father is a king”, “at birth an attempt is made . . . 
to kill him”, “he is spirited away . . . on reaching manhood he goes to his 
future kingdom”, “he marries a princess” (113). However, medieval heroes 
typically meet tragic ends, like Beowulf who “kills the dragon with his 
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single-bladed knife, but is mortally wounded in the process” (Orchard 
xix). Aragorn does not die violently, perhaps because he is paired with, 
and contrasted by, Frodo Baggins, the Ring-bearer and the second hero 
of The Lord of the Rings. 

Unlike Aragorn, Frodo is a modern kind of hero, the kind Shippey de-
scribes as “bourgeois” (50) and, like Bilbo in The Hobbit, he “often voices 
modern opinions, modern incapacities: he has no impulses towards re-
venge or self-conscious heroism” (65). The narrative does not anticipate 
Frodo to become a hero. During the Council of Elrond, while the Elves, 
Dwarves and heroic or royal Men are deciding what to do with the Ring: 
“Frodo glanced at all the faces, but they were not turned to him” (270). He 
comes into the narrative due to Bilbo’s involvement with the Ring in The 
Hobbit and he does not join the quest for any selfish motives. He does not 
have a kingdom waiting for him, nor does he secretly covet the power of 
the Ring for himself. In fact, given the culture and society of the Hobbits, 
Frodo’s going on the quest is frowned upon in his native Shire. He is 
rejected by his people, whereas Aragorn is welcomed and hailed as a hero. 

Looking back at Jones’s Raglan’s list, Frodo is “the one who loses 
favour with his people (who never really appreciate the magnitude of 
his achievement and self-sacrifice in destroying the Ring, preferring the 
swash-buckling exploits of Merry and Pippin and the common sense of 
Sam) and meets with a mysterious ‘death’ by leaving Middle-Earth for 
Gray Havens” (121).

The interplay between the two characters in the narrative is, as Jones 
argues, such that “the entire epic of The Lord of the Rings depicts the par-
allel paths of its two heroes, Aragorn and Frodo. It could be said that 
Aragorn follows the political quest while Frodo follows the spiritual 
quest” (121). Moreover, the quest Aragorn takes in the novel is very dif-
ferent from Frodo’s. Aragorn joins the fellowship not only to help stop 
Sauron’s evil from spreading, but also to reclaim his lost kingdom. He is 
portrayed as someone who knows the land and has experience fighting 
the forces of evil, or in other words, he is “a leader who . . . fights along 
with his men, and knows the realities of the battlefield” (119). He has the 
geographical, historical and practical understanding of the land and the 
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people inhabiting it. Most importantly, as Pálsson notes above, Aragorn 
is at all times completely aware of who he is and what is at stake for him. 
As the future king of Men, he accepts all responsibilities connected to the 
position almost immediately, and proceeds to fight for what he believes is 
just, as well as to inspire and lead others to do the same.

Frodo, on the other hand, is more connected to the spiritual aspects of 
the quest. Even during the Council of Elrond in The Lord of the Rings, he 
has a premonition of sorts and feels that: “A great dread fell upon him, 
as if he was awaiting the pronouncement of some doom that he had long 
foreseen and vainly hoped might after all never be spoken” (270). This 
indicates that Frodo is more connected, in a way, with the Christian ele-
ments of self-sacrifice which Tolkien has included in his narrative. He has 
combined medieval heroic tradition with the Christian tradition, which 
is reminiscent of the Old English epic poem Beowulf. Mrdušalj Doležal 
notes that “Tolkien identified with the unknown author of Beowulf, first 
and foremost because he tried to combine two different world-views in 
a time when the original heroic epic and ethics were fading, and the 
Christian era was in full swing” (75) [translation mine]. Frodo mirrors 
Aragorn’s quest and, as Jones notes, “by the end of the Third age, Frodo is 
already Aragorn’s double” (121). Frodo represents the soul of the fellow-
ship, he is the one who takes the burden of the Ring upon himself, which 
Aragorn declines to do, but Frodo cannot destroy it without the help of 
Aragorn’s army. 

Frodo is also the one to have the hero’s tragic end because, as is men-
tioned above, he does not live out his life peacefully. Towards the end of 
The Lord of the Rings, Frodo says: “‘I am wounded,’ he answered, ‘wound-
ed; it will never really heal’,” (1025) which is followed by Sam’s comment 
that “Frodo was ill again in March, but with great effort he concealed 
it” (1025) and, at his departure for the Grey Havens, Sam observes: “I 
thought you were going to enjoy the Shire, too, for years and years, after 
all you have done. —So I thought too, once. But I have been too deeply 
hurt, Sam. I tried to save the Shire, and it has been saved, but not for me” 
(1029). He cannot live in the Shire anymore, or in Middle-Earth even, 
because he is guilty of the sin of pride. Despite his self-sacrifice for the 
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Throughout The Lord of the Rings, and The Hobbit, pride is shown to lead 
to everything that is evil. Pride is also closely connected to the previ-
ously mentioned notion of self-knowledge and the necessity for medieval 
heroes to behave according to it. Pálsson explains that “the concept of 
self-knowledge . . . is of course much older than Christianity” (57), mean-
ing that it is yet another element Tolkien borrowed from the medieval 
tradition and merged with his own religious views. In this way, his heroes 
must, by necessity, be aware of who they are and accept their destiny. 
Aragorn, for instance, is one such hero because he accepts his lineage 
and finally gives up his various identities to become who he really is, not 
Strider the ranger, but Aragorn/Elessar, the rightful King of Gondor. As 
Pálsson puts it, “to understand what he has been made, how he should 
conduct himself, what he should do and not do—in this for man consists 
self-knowledge” (57). Aragorn conforms to this rule completely, and that 
is also the reason why his quest for kingship is not only justified, but 
necessary. He was born an heir to the throne of Gondor and it would be a 
sin, a sin of pride even, not to claim it. However, pride is a far greater sin 
for both Denethor, who was a Steward of Gondor aspiring to the throne 
himself, and who refused to acknowledge Aragorn as the true heir, and 
Boromir, who coveted the Ring for himself, and they both die as a conse-

Throughout Tolkien’s fiction, the cardinal sin, the sin that inevitably leads 
to downfall, is pride . . . Although departing for the Grey Havens is pre-
sented as the road to immortality, in Tolkien’s world, immortality is a 
dubious gift. The ‘gift’ of his place in the Undying Lands is therefore both 
a gift in recognition of Frodo’s service in destroying the Ring, but also, 
in a sense, a punishment for his moment of pride in claiming the Ring 
as his own. (122)

Jones, Leslie Ellen
Myth and Middle-earth 

2002.

greater good, Frodo succumbs to the Ring’s power and tries to claim it 
for himself in the end. 

This prideful moment, in which he covets power for his own selfish 
interests, is the reason he is denied peace and rest on Middle-Earth. Ac-
cording to Jones:

Ivana ŠARIĆ
Tolkien’s Heroes 

Comparison Between the Heroism of 
Frodo and Aragorn, and Bilbo and Bard
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There is one very evident obstacle to recreating the ancient world of he-
roic legend for modern readers, and that lies in the nature of heroes. 
These are not acceptable any more, and tend very strongly to be treated 
with irony . . . Tolkien did not want to be ironic about heroes, and yet he 
could not eliminate modern reactions. His response to the difficulty is 
Bilbo Baggins, the hobbit, the anachronism, a character whose initial role 
at least is very strongly that of mediator. (65)

quence of their actions. Faramir, on the other hand, a man who does not 
want the Ring and accepts Aragorn as the true king is without pride—he 
survives and eventually dies peacefully. In other words, Aragorn is meant 
to be king and Denethor is not, by the virtue of who they are, or, their 
own self-knowledge.

Bilbo and Bard
The medieval and modern heroic elements are contrasted again in The 
Hobbit. As Shippey notes: 

Bilbo Baggins, the titular Hobbit, is not the hero of the novel, at least not 
in the traditionally medieval sense. In The Hobbit, the character corre-
sponding to most of Raglan’s list of archetypal moments in a hero’s life is 
Bard the Bowman, the lost lord of Dale. He is “a descendant in long line 
of Girion, Lord of Dale, whose wife and child had escaped down the Run-
ning River from the ruin long ago” (Tolkien 289). Furthermore, he is the 
one to slay the dragon and become the king of Dale. However, he does not 
immediately assume this title, because Lake-town is still under the rule of 
the Master and when the people demand Bard for their king, he “[thinks] 
of the Master’s words, and of Dale rebuilt, and filled with golden bells” 
(293), showing he is not guilty of the sin of pride, he says: “This is no time 
for angry words, Master, or for considering weighty plans of change . . . I 
serve you still” (293). Bard wants to become king in order to improve the 
situation for his people and, like Aragorn, he is meant to be king. How-
ever, to return to the problem of pride—Bard cannot assume rightful rule 
while the Master is still alive because the Master is still the ruler of Lake-

Shippey, Tom
The Road to Middle-Eart 

1992.
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town. However, once Bard’s true heritage is revealed to him beyond any 
doubt, in the moment he realizes he can understand the speech of birds, 
a trait of the descendants of Girion, it is inevitable that he should assume 
the throne and become the ruler. 

Furthermore, Bard’s killing of the dragon is in itself a combination 
of folklore and Christianity. Jones notes that “dragons’ greed is an ele-
ment of folk tradition in Europe, their pride—another characteristic of 
Tolkien’s dragon Smaug—derives from Biblical tradition” (125). By kill-
ing the dragon, Bard establishes himself not only as the rightful king of 
Dale and the hero of the story, but, if the dragon represents pride, “the 
slaying or the taming of a dragon becomes the quintessential miracle to 
be performed by a saint” (125). Bard defeats the dragon, thereby embody-
ing both the medieval tradition and the Christian miracle of triumphing 
over the sin of pride.

The Master, on the other hand, is greedy and very much guilty of pride 
and, similarly to Denethor, he does not want to relinquish the proverbial 
throne: “In the Lake-town we have always elected masters . . . Let ‘King 
Bard’ go back to his own kingdom—Dale is now freed by his valour, 
and nothing hinders his return” (291). The Master’s death is perhaps the 
most obvious example of the ways in which being guilty of pride or greed 
inevitably means punishment on the form of death for anyone in the 
novels, because, as a direct consequence of his being overcome by the lust 
for gold and running away into the wilderness, he is abandoned there and 
dies of starvation. 

But Bilbo himself is neither prideful, nor is he heroic in the medieval 
sense. He brings modernity to the narrative, and his heroism lies in, as 
Jones explains, the fact that:

Heroes, who live their life on a grand scale because they may lose it at any 
moment, react to gold with characteristic extravagance . . . Bilbo brings what 
Shippey describes as a ‘bourgeois’ mentality to the dwarves’ quest . . . He 
manages to negotiate a way out of the impasse existing between dwarves, 
Elves, and men over the distribution of the dragon’s hoard with his ‘busi-
ness’ skills. (129)

Jones, Leslie Ellen
Myth and Middle-earth 

2002.

Ivana ŠARIĆ
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Because Bilbo’s heroism does not correspond to the medieval tradition, 
he cannot be the one who slays the dragon. He acts and lives in a modern 
setting, the Shire not really being connected to the events and peoples of 
the land around it, both culturally and economically. His insistence on 
having a contract in order to join the dwarves’ quest, and his practicality 
when dealing with Thorin, brings “a middle class mentality to his jour-
ney” (Jones 129). This is also why Bilbo remains largely unaffected by the 
dragon’s gold, but not by Smaug himself. The most prideful creature in 
The Hobbit is the dragon, and it fits the claim that Tolkien, in his writ-
ing, considers pride the worst sin, since Smaug is slain because of the 
information he himself provides. He shows Bilbo his stomach, and the 
unprotected patch of skin over his heart, where Bard ultimately shoots 
him with his arrow.

Even though Bilbo’s heroism is different from the archetypal medieval 
one, his character does have a parallel in the epic poem Beowulf. When 
Beowulf goes to kill the dragon, he is accompanied by “eleven retainers, 
with the thief the thirteenth man, acting as guide” (Orchard xviii). How-
ever, in the epic, the thief is the “starter of all the strife and ill,/care-laden 
captive; cringing thence” (Unknown 58) and the dragon takes revenge on 
the people to whom the thief belongs. Bilbo, however, is not a prisoner 
in the Hobbit, but, as Jones claims, “the thief is a hired hand, of a differ-
ent race from those who have hired him and . . . the dragon’s havoc is 
wreaked on yet a third race, who are barely associated with the enterprise 
at all” (128). In the epic, both the thief and Beowulf are connected to 
the people the dragon attacks, and to medieval heroism which demands 
dragon-slaying. Bilbo, much like Frodo in The Lord of the Rings, is not 
connected to any of the peoples threatened by the dragon. He decides to 
help them in order to save the Dwarves, namely Thorin, and to prevent 
the Dwarves, Elves, and Men from fighting each other. Although his is 
not a self-sacrifice of the same magnitude as Frodo’s, Bilbo does offer to 
relinquish his share of the gold, showing himself immune not only to its 
allure, but to pride as well. 

His most heroic moment comes when he decides to give up his most 
prized finding—the Arkenstone. It is the most precious jewel in the en-
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tire treasure hoard, considered by all other characters as the single most 
valuable thing attainable. Even though Bilbo is enchanted by its beauty, 
Jones notes that “he is soon thinking of it in terms of its usefulness in 
making Thorin see sense. Likewise, while he is dazzled by the hoard, he 
soon finds himself thinking that all these golden goblets are not much 
use without something to drink out of them” (130). Unlike both Bard and 
Thorin, Bilbo has no claims to kingship, and there is no heritage waiting 
for him. He, like Frodo, does not belong in the heroic world of Middle-
Earth and his reasoning is very different from that of other characters. 
During the standstill in front of the Lonely Mountain, Bilbo seems to be 
the only one unburdened by pride, which enables him to negotiate an 
almost business-like transaction to avoid an open conflict. Lack of pride 
and personal ambition is the key to Bilbo’s and Frodo’s heroism and, as 
Day pointed out, the wars in The Hobbit, and especially in The Lord of the 
Rings, “essentially revolved around a human moral crisis which he [Tolk-
ien] perceived in the real war, but not just in the enemy” (178). 

Bard, on the other hand, is attracted to the gold, but not for the same 
reasons as the Master, or even Thorin. Bard wants to gold because it be-
longs to him, because in The Hobbit he is:

the heir of Girion of Dale, and in [his] hoard is mingled much of the 
wealth of his halls and towns, which of old Smaug stole . . . In his last 
battle Smaug destroyed the dwellings of men of Esgaroth, and I am yet 
servant of their Master. I would speak for him and ask whether you have 
no thought for the sorrow and misery of his people. (306)

Like a good and just king, Bard is working for the benefit of his people. 
In this way, he may be compared to Aragorn because each of them fights 
“along with his men and knows the realities of the battlefield, but also 
spent decades learning everything there was to know about his oppo-
nent” (Jones 119). Both of them have attained a certain education which 
enables them to become rightful kings, Bard especially, complying with 
the tradition of slaying a monster, a dragon, before coming into their 
full titles. Furthermore, Bard is making a legitimate, selfless claim on the 

Tolkien, J.R.R. 
The Hobbit

2006.
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dragon’s gold, whereas Thorin, although he is the King under the Moun-
tain, is deluded with pride and greed and does not share his hoard justly. 
Bard’s claim is also motivated by his sense of justice for the people of 
Lake-town, who help the Dwarves and Bilbo in their preparations for 
challenging Smaug, and their recovery from their imprisonment in the 
Elvenking’s dungeons.  

Moreover, Bilbo is, much like Frodo at the end of The Lord of the Rings, 
shunned by his own people. Since he goes on an adventure in The Hob-
bit, his fellow Hobbits say that: “he had lost his reputation. It is true that 
for ever after he remained an elf-friend, and had the honour of Dwarves, 
wizards, and all such folk as ever passed that way; but he was no longer 
respectable” (348). The dislike his heroic actions in the world beyond the 
Shire create among other Hobbits is more overt than the dislike they 
exhibit towards Frodo. It is a very modern reaction, the very opposite of 
the one found in medieval heroic narratives, to have the hero who returns 
home be “held by all the hobbits in the neighbourhood to be ‘queer’” 
(348). The whole world of the Shire, and not just individual Hobbits, is 
thus removed from the rest of Middle-Earth because, after Bard slays the 
dragon, the people shout “King Bard! King Bard!” (291), acknowledging 
his accomplishments, whereas the Hobbits in the Shire start avoiding 
their heroes. Furthermore, Bard and Aragorn accept their heroic roles, 
they recognize that slaying the monster and becoming a king is their 
destiny, and they do not question their purpose in the narrative. Frodo in 
The Lord of the Rings, on the other hand, is unsure of himself and, in stark 
contrast to medieval tradition, unsatisfied with being a hero: “I wish old 
Gandalf was here, or somebody. Why am I left all alone to make up my 
mind?” (735). This is even more prominent in The Hobbit, where Bilbo is 
the protagonist of an epic quest, and a very archetypal heroic narrative, 
but he is always thinking about “the fire in his favourite sitting-room in 
his hobbit-hole, and of the kettle singing” (55). 

The difference between the two types of heroes is best described by 
Sam in The Lord of the Rings: “You’ve been put forward. And as for not 
being the right and proper person, why, Mr. Frodo wasn’t, as you might 
say, nor Mr. Bilbo. They didn’t choose themselves” (732). Sam is referring 
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to the fate, or destiny, of the hero and voicing precisely Tolkien’s ideas 
about heroism. The archetypal medieval hero offers to battle evil, because 
of his heritage or honour, but Bilbo and Frodo, and even Sam, are chosen 
by other people. Gandalf chooses Bilbo to help the Dwarves, and Frodo, 
while offering to take the Ring himself, is left with little actual choice. 
As Elrond points out in The Lord of the Rings: “I think that this task was 
appointed to you, Frodo; and that if you do not find a way, no one will” 
(270), implying that the Council would have chosen him as the Ring-
bearer, even if he did not offer to be one himself.  

Types of Tolkien’s Heroes
Heroism in Tolkien is not only dependant on the hero’s strength or herit-
age, because a long lost heir to the throne is expected to stand and lead 
his people, but rather on the courage and self-sacrifice of the little peo-
ple, people who have nothing to do with kingdoms, but who are willing 
to sacrifice themselves for the people they have come to love. Tolkien’s 
heroes are heroic in that they represent a combination of justice and 
strength, such as Aragorn or Bard, and compassion and sacrifice, like 
Bilbo and Frodo. Tolkien’s work shows us that archetypal medieval heroes 
are not gone in the contemporary period, and that the values they stood 
for are still relevant, but that they need to be examined in a different way. 
In his Hobbits, Tolkien has created a very modern race and placed it in 
the midst of a heroic world full of dragons and magic. Tolkien’s hero-
ism needs both strength and valour, as well as sacrifice and compassion 
because without either of those elements the noble quests, the slayings of 
beasts, and the reclaiming of thrones simply cannot be done successfully.

Ivana ŠARIĆ
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Introduction 
he topic of false friends has been 
exploited for nearly a century by a 
number of both foreign and Croa-

tian scholars (Koessler and Derocquigny, 
Perl and Winter, Gottlieb, Nilsen, Chamizo 
Domínguez and Nerlich; Ivir, Brdar, Franolić, 
Jernej, Spalatin, Ljubičić etc.). While the term 
false friends was coined by M. Koessler and J. 
Derocquigny in Les faux amis ou les trahisons 
du vocabulaire anglais; conseils aux traducteurs 
(1928), many other terms have been used 
to denote this linguistic phenomenon: false 
pairs, false equivalents, false cognates, deceptive 
cognates, deceptive words, treacherous twins in 
English, leicht verwechselbare Wörter and ir-
reführende Wörter in German, belles infidels 
in French, ложные друзья переводчика in 
Russian. This is an important area of language 
interaction, where many mistakes are likely, es-
pecially between closely related languages. 

Theoretical Background
There are several definitions and classi-
fications of this phenomenon. Professor 
Vladimir Ivir defines false friends as pairs of 
language (not only lexical) units in two dif-
ferent languages which have some common 
features, but are not completely equivalent. 
In his analysis of Croatian and English word 
pairs which, due to their common origin, 
share a morphological, phonetic and graphic 
similarity, Ivir is concerned with the seman-
tic aspect of false friends, classifying them 

into four groups. The first group consists of 
pairs with identical meanings in the two lan-
guages under consideration, such as: 

molekula — molecule 
Pojednostavnjeno rečeno, molekula DNA, 
odnosno, geni na njoj, rečenice su sastavljene 
od samo četiri slova.
In the water molecule there are three atoms: 
two of hydrogen and one of oxygen1,

teorija — theory 
Naši menadžeri će naučiti kako u praksu 
unijeti nove teorije. 
Religious-mystical theories, biological theo-
ries and socio-historical theories explain the 
existence of the caste system, 

tradicija — tradition 
Osobitost Varaždina kao grada kulture je 
njegova blistava glazbena tradicija koja mu je 
osigurala istaknuto mjesto na karti svjetskih 
glazbenih zbivanja.
She has carried on the family tradition of 
giving away plants.

Although the meanings of these pairs over-
lap completely, they are considered to be false 
friends due to their different ranges of col-
location, frequency of use and levels of use. 

The second group comprises pairs whose 
meanings overlap to a certain extent, but in 
which the range of meaning in the first lan-
guage is narrower than in the second: 
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akt — act 
Ne postoji ni jedan službeni akt ove županije 
kojim se propisuje dvojezičnost. 
She was putting on an act and laughing a lot.

ministar — minister 
Ministar obrane Ante Kotromanović susreo 
se s načelnikom Glavnog stožera Oružanih 
snaga Češke Republike generalom zbora 
Petrom Pavelom. 
He became minister of the Lutheran church.
 
plima — tide 
Oceanografi kažu da je područje Cape Coda 
opasno zbog toga što snažne morske struje 
guraju životinje poput kitova, dupina ili 
kornjača prema plićacima, a plima i oseka, 
valovi i vjetar pokreću pijesak i brzo mijen-
jaju izgled obale. 
We must reverse the growing tide of racism 
sweeping Europe.

Pairs whose meanings also partially over-
lap, but the meaning in the first language is 
broader than in the second language make 
the third group:

izolacija — isolation
Ne sumnjam da će građani na izborima ove 
godine odbaciti politiku izolacije, prošlosti i 
konzervativizma. 
Isolation from family and friends may also 
contribute to anxiety.

izolacija — insulation 
U toj je zgradi bilo potrebno postaviti zvučnu 
izolaciju.
Asbestos was applied for heat insulation in 
the factory. 

karta — card
Svaka igraća karta u špilu je različita, a označene 
su bojom, simbolima i različitim motivima po 
kojima se karte daju lako složiti.
From a deck of cards, pick out the ace through 
six of one suit.

karta — ticket  
Postoje različite vrste prijevoznih karata.
It is necessary to use a paper ticket for inter-
national travel.

karta — map
Mudro je ponijeti kartu Hrvatske kada krećeš 
na put. 
You have to identify a street with a name, us-
ing a map or a road sign.

karta — chart 
Pomorske navigacijske karte su prikazi 
određenih plovidbenih područja s osnovnom 
svrhom omogućavanja sigurne plovidbe bro-
dovima.
Glancing at our navigation chart, I noticed 
that the huge airship hangars were slightly 
off course.
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perspektiva — perspective
Iz današnje perspektive možemo kazati da 
je diplomatsko lobiranje s regionalne razine 
zasigurno pridonijelo ukupnim naporima 
koje je Hrvatska ulagala u pogledu senzibi-
liziranja političkih stajališta susjednih država.
Clever use of perspective makes the scene ap-
pear much bigger than it actually is.

perspektiva — prospect  
Ljudi nemaju posla, nemaju perspektivu, te 
im ne preostaje ništa drugo nego iseljavati u 
treće zemlje.
In many cases, an alternative to a represen-
tational model will offer the best prospects 
for success.

The second and third groups are particularly 
important for Croatian learners and users of 
English because these pairs tend to assume 
complete identity in items that are identical 
only to a certain extent.

Finally, the fourth group consists of pairs 
whose meanings are completely disparate 
without any overlapping: 

aktualan — actual 
Nema nikakve dvojbe da je aktualna njemačka 
politička galama na Hrvatsku motivirana i 
specifičnim bonnskim interesima.
In the actual test, the mechanism did not 
work as the computer model predicted.

eventualno — eventually 
Da mu se i presudi krivična odgovornost, mo-
glo bi to biti samo neko sitnije krivično djelo, 
eventualno za nekoliko mjeseci zatvora.
Eventually your child will leave home to lead 
her own independent life.

senzibilan — sensible 
Mnogo se govori o korupciji među političarima, 
javnost je na to iznimno senzibilna.
It might be sensible to get a solicitor.

False friends of this type are the ones that are 
usually thought of and exemplified as ‘the 
translator’s false friends’. They are pairs that 
must have originated from the same source, 
but have then followed completely different 
paths in their respective language. Their mean-
ings are divergent, which causes difficulties for 
the learner and non-native user and, as a con-
sequence, increases the likelihood of error. 

In this paper, a brief survey conducted 
on the translation of false friends from 
English into Croatian will be presented 
and discussed, with a detailed description 
of each of its elements and commentary on 
the mistakes made. The original assumption 
was that words which are close in form, but 
completely different in meaning (the fourth 
group in Ivir’s classification) would be the 
most difficult to tackle, but the survey has 
shown that pairs of words partially different 
in meaning also represented quite a chal-
lenge to all participants.
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The Survey

Objective
Due to the fact that English is today regarded 
as a lingua franca, many speakers of Croatian 
have acquired a basic knowledge of the lan-
guage. In addition to this, English plays an 
essential and ever-increasing role in the pro-
cess of globalization and the use of English 
in everyday life has become inevitable for all 
generations. The objective of this short sur-
vey was to collect new, dependable data on 
the frequency of mistakes which occurred 
when participants tried to determine the 
closest Croatian equivalents to the selected 
group of English lexical words and its pur-
pose to categorize the nature of mistakes, 
as well as to assert the possible reasons for 
the occurrences of false friends’ patterns in 
above-average English learners.

Methodology, Instruments, Sample
The task was to choose the most precise 
translation of 20 lexical words of English 
into Croatian as fast and as accurately as pos-
sible without consulting any dictionaries or 
online tools. Filling out the survey took no 
more than 10 minutes and the survey was 
anonymous, available online from October 
to December 2014. The sample for this analy-
sis comprised 450 above-average English 
learners ranging from 15 to 65 years of age. 
The only aspect taken into consideration was 
the level of proficiency in English, for the 
purpose of this survey was not to differenti-
ate between the frequencies of mistakes with 

regard to any two social groups, but to in-
corporate the results into the context of the 
above-average English-speaking population.        

Results
The data shown in the table below are clas-
sified into 4 categories: English lexical word, 
closest Croatian equivalent and the number 
and percentage of participants who answered 
most precisely.

The figures shown in the table indicate 
that the participants produced satisfactory 
results taking into account the above-aver-
age learner’s competences in English and 
Croatian. However, it is evident that they en-
countered substantial difficulties in complet-
ing the task since only 13 lexical words were 
translated correctly by more than 50% of the 
participants. The lowest frequency of mis-
takes was detected with respect to the trans-
lation of the lexical word chemist (less than 
1%), which will be discussed later in the pa-
per. On the other hand, less than half of the 
participants translated the following seven 
words correctly: academic (46.66%), placard 
(40%), fascicle (33.56%), sensible (28.89%), to-
boggan (28.89%), eventual (26%) and prospect 
(20.44%), which should not be taken frivo-
lously. The latter five examples, as well as the 
possible reasons for the very high frequency 
of mistakes will be further discussed and ex-
plained in more detail. 
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English lexical word Closest Croatian 
equivalent

x/450 Percentage 
(%)

chemist, n. kemičar 272 60.44
ljekarnik 174 38.67

sympathetic, adj. suosjećajan 413 91.77
chef, n. kuhar 409 90.89
biscuit, n. keks 368 81.78
actual, adj. stvaran 360 80
criminal, n. zločinac 354 78.67
problematic, adj. problematičan 346 76.89
billion, n. milijarda 331 73.56
luxuriant, adj. raskošan 317 70.44
ultimate, adj. konačan 309 68.67
preservative, n. konzervans 304 67.55
academia, n. akademski svijet 251 55.77
advocate, n. zagovornik 249 55.33
academic, n. fakultetski nastavnik 210 46.66
placard, n. transparent 180 40
fascicle, n. sveščić 151 33.56
sensible, adj. smislen 130 28.89
toboggan, n. sanjke 130 28.89
eventual, adj. moguć 117 26
prospect, n. izgled 92 20.44
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Discussion
It should be stressed that the discussion to 
follow is based on the following English and 
Croatian dictionaries: Merriam Webster On-
line Dictionary of English, Online Etymology 
Dictionary, Rječnik hrvatskog jezika, Hrvatski 
jezični portal. 

Firstly, the extremely low frequency of 
mistakes occurring with the example chemist 
should be properly explicated. As the chart 
below suggests, a total of 99.11% of the partic-
ipants opted for two solutions, either kemičar 
(60.44%) or ljekarnik (38.67%). 

There are, of course, several reasons for such 
an occurrence. Many participants have been 
exposed to various sources of English lan-
guage: the mass media, the Internet, show 
business and literature, mostly originating 
in the usa, and less often in the uk. Taking 
into account the word’s semantic difference 
in British English, where chemist means ei-
ther a person who studies or does research 
in the science of chemistry, or a pharmacist, 
and American English, where there is no 
such distinction and the meaning of chemist 
fully corresponds to the first British English 

meaning, it is understandable that as much 
as 60.44% of the participants opted for the 
Croatian equivalent kemičar. On the other 
hand, these results are not surprising if we 
consider the fact that kemičar and chemist 
share a morphological, phonetic and graphic 
similarity due to their common origin. Fur-
thermore, this may imply that only 38.67% 
of the participants (who opted for ljekarnik) 
are aware of the specific differences between 
these two variants of English. 

On the other hand, the five examples 
in which above-average English learners 
showcased the lowest level of competence 
are more compelling in the context of this 
paper. Interestingly enough, only 33.56% of 
the participants translated the word fascicle 
correctly, misled by the similar forms and the 
pronunciation of both words. 

Although the meanings of fascicle and fascikl 
somewhat overlap, no overlapping is present 
in their primary meanings in both languages. 
In English, the word fascicle refers to either 
“a small or slender bundle (as of pine needles 
or nerve fibers)” or to “one of the divisions 

chemist, n.
kemičar – 60%

biokemičar – 1%
ljekarnik – 39%

diler – 0%

fascicle, n.
sveščić – 34%

mapa – 27%
fascikl – 35%

dokument – 4%
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of a book published in parts”2. On the other 
hand, in Croatian the word fascikl refers to 
what is in English understood as “filing fold-
er” or “a bundle of papers”.     

As the tertiary meaning of the word fas-
cikl, Hrvatski jezični portal acknowledges 
“svezak, svežanj”, which to some extent cor-
responds to the aforementioned meanings 
of fascicle, thus being a possible solution, but 
neither the most frequently selected nor the 
closest equivalent.  

The next example to be approached in 
this analysis is the adjective sensible, where 
less than 30% of the participants (28.89%) 
answered correctly. Among the available op-
tions, only smislen could be seen as the cor-
rect Croatian equivalent, since both sensible 
and smislen refer to “having or showing good 
sense or judgment”3: 

According to the results, more than half of 
the participants have misinterpreted the 
meaning of the word sensible and opted for 
osjetljiv which is also partially synonymous 
with the Croatian word senzibilan. How-
ever, both osjetljiv and senzibilan might cor-

respond with the English adjective sensitive. 
Therefore, it is notable that 28,89% of the 
participants are, in fact, aware of the seman-
tic difference between the adjectives sensible 
and sensitive in English.  

As far as the noun toboggan is concerned, 
more than two thirds (69%) of the partici-
pants opted for tobogan. This was a highly 
anticipated mistake—the almost identical 
forms of both words brought the participants 
to the conclusion that both should refer to 
the same entity. However, the semantic dif-
ference between them is considerable, as to-
boggan stands for “a long flat-bottomed light 
sled made usually of thin boards curved up 
at one end with usually low handrails at the 
sides”4 and the primary meaning of the Cro-
atian word tobogan is “a structure with a steep 
slope that children use for sliding down”5 of-
ten used for play and outdoor activities.         

The closest Croatian equivalent of the Eng-
lish word toboggan is sanjke. However, it 
should be emphasized that the secondary 
and tertiary meanings of the Croatian word 
tobogan correspond to the primary meaning 

sensible, adj.
osjetljiv – 55%

izmišljen – 0%
smislen – 29%

senzibilan – 16%

toboggan, n.
sanjke – 29%

tobogan – 63%
klizaljke – 1%

skije – 1%
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of the English word toboggan. Tobogan can 
also mean a type of sledge (sports) or a type 
of sledge typical of Canadian Inuit (ethnol-
ogy). According to the Online Etymology 
Dictionary, English borrowed the word to-
boggan from Canadian French. As stated in 
the Merriam Webster Online Dictionary of 
English, the word is of Algonquian origin 
and it was first used in English in 1820. Al-
gonquian is a large family of North Ameri-
can Indian Languages. As far as the Croatian 
word tobogan is concerned, dictionaries sug-
gest that Croatian adopted it from English, 
and subsequently adapted the word to its 
sociolinguistic context. We assume that the 
above-average speaker of Croatian was prob-
ably not aware of the other two meanings 
that the word tobogan has in Croatian, most-
ly because the word is used in these meanings 
solely as a term in two specific disciplines—
sports and ethnology.   

The fourth example to be analyzed is the 
adjective eventual. In English, the adjective 
refers to a situation, event or consequence 
“taking place at an unspecified later time: 
ultimately resulting”, which is not the case 
with the Croatian adjective eventualan. The 
latter has the meaning of “which might hap-
pen in the future” or “possible”6. Taking into 
consideration the similar forms of these two 
adjectives, it is not surprising that only 26% 
of the participants recognized the difference 
between them and opted for konačan. More-
over, it is debatable how many native speak-

ers of Croatian actually use the word even-
tualan properly. Nonetheless, this remains a 
topic for itself and will not be further dis-
cussed here.

The last word which will be examined here is 
the noun prospect. As the meanings of both 
the English word prospect and the Croatian 
word prospekt, of nearly the same form, com-
pletely differ, these should be treated as a true 
example of false pairs. Presumably, many na-
tive speakers of Croatian are not aware of the 
fact that the Croatian word prospekt is de-
rived from the German word Prospekt, which 
is essentially of Latin origin. The word itself 
means “an advertising brochure, a pamphlet 
or a leaflet which contains information about 
a certain product or service”.7

eventual, adj.
moguć – 45%

eventualan – 11%
vjerojatan – 18%
konačan – 26%

prospect, n.
brošura – 36%

izgled – 20%
prospekt – 10%

očekivanje – 34%
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Only 20% of the participants answered that 
the closest Croatian equivalent of the English 
word prospect is izgled. To be more precise, in 
its primary meaning prospect refers to “the 
possibility that something will happen in the 
future”8 which should by no means be con-
fused with the Croatian word prospekt. 

Conclusion
The data obtained from the survey were 
used to explain the differences between the 
two languages on the lexical level from the 
perspective of translation studies so as to fa-
cilitate a better understanding of the lexical 
systems of English and Croatian, which is 
particularly important not only for transla-
tion students or students of English in gen-
eral, but also for anyone who endeavors to 
enter the field of translation and tackle the 
central issue of equivalence between any two 
languages or cultures. The lowest percentage 
of correct answers was present in the transla-
tion of lexical words such as prospect, even-
tual, toboggan, sensible, fascicle, placard and 
academic, that is, English words which have 

a Croatian pair similar in form, but partially 
or completely different in meaning—even-
tualan, tobogan, senzibilan, fascikl, plakat i 
akademik. This suggests that even the slight-
est similarity between the words prompts the 
informant to perceive them as completely 
interchangeable lexical pairs, i.e. that the in-
formant perceives them not as partially, but 
as completely identical. The reasons for such 
misconceptions are diverse—the tendency 
to rely on folk etymology, a limited knowl-
edge of language or knowledge of the world 
or, conversely, the exaggerated belief in one’s 
abilities as a “translator”, inattentiveness etc. 
Be that as it may, false friends may present a 
difficulty even to experienced translators and 
dictionaries are not always reliable sources of 
help. Given that Croatian has a high number 
of English loan words, which are adapted to 
the norms of our language in different ways, 
resulting in them becoming parts of false 
friend pairs, this article provides only a short 
insight into the very wide and quite complex 
topic of false friends, which most certainly 
deserves to be examined in the future.  

1All Croatian examples were taken from the Croatian National Corpus (Hrvatski narodni korpus, http://www.hnk.ffzg.hr/
default_en.htm) and the English ones from Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries (http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/).
2“fascicle.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
3“sensible.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
4“toboggan.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
5“slide.” Oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com. Oxford Learner’s Dictinaries, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
6“eventualan.” Hjp.novi-liber.hr. Hrvatski jezični portal, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
7“prospekt.” Hjp.novi-liber.hr. Hrvatski jezični portal, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014. 
8“prospect.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, 2014. Web. 22 October 2014.
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Introduction
ohn Fowles’s novel The French Lieutenant’s Woman could be de-
scribed as a seemingly ordinary Victorian novel. Seemingly is 
the crucial word because Fowles disrupted the structure of the 

novel by confronting the two historical approaches in writing. Not only 
did he create “juxtapositions of the Victorian narrative and the contem-
porary perspective of the narrator” (Raaberg 523), but he also introduced 
a character built as an antipode to the view of Victorian women, their 
characteristics and duties—Sarah Woodruff.  A simple question arises in 
the mind of the reader while reading the novel—what is the purpose of 
this character and why is she so different from the others? The question 
of Sarah is not only present in the mind of the reader but also in the mind 
of other characters, especially Charles: “He does not know what she is, but 
he knows that she is not what she is ‘supposed to be’—the governess, the 
fallen woman, or whatever convenient categories society has assigned her 
to” (Lynch 60). The aim of this article is to show how the conflict of Vic-
torian and postmodern points of view and a mixture of literary devices 
from both periods were used in the creation of the novel.

The British postmodern author John Fowles wrote his novel The French 
Lieutenant’s Woman in 1969. The novel has become one of the textbook 
examples of the postmodern period because it questions and plays with 
the fixed rules that a novel should obey. The story is set in the Victorian 
era and, in the beginning, it adheres to the rules of Victorian novels. The 
narrator in the work is covert and omniscient, equal to God and thus 
able to control the lives of the characters and direct their actions. How-
ever, as the plot develops the concept of the book changes drastically. For 
instance, the narrator stops being covert and appears as one of the char-
acters. Furthermore, he starts giving the characters freedom of choice, 
questions his own decisions, and finally, offers two possible endings to the 
novel. In fact, what starts to happen could be described as a shift from a 
Victorian novel into a postmodern one. 

According to Milivoj Solar, the task of postmodernism is to advocate 
radical skepticism, relativism and offer a new understanding of tradition. 
The postmodern philosophy is basically a critique of long-established ideas 
and beliefs. However, instead of denying the tradition, the postmodern 
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philosophy tries to widen it (322). In short, this is precisely what the novel 
does—it questions the traditional notions of the Victorian novel and tries 
to juxtapose its characteristics with those of the postmodern novel. 

The Role of the Narrator
Interestingly, the proper understanding of the novel The French Lieuten-
ant’s Woman does not begin with the first page. Instead, it begins with the 
sentences quoted below, placed in the chapter 13 of the book: 

This story I am telling is all imagination. These characters I created never 
existed outside my own mind. If I have pretended until now that I know 
my characters’ minds and innermost thoughts, it is because I am writing 
in a convention universally accepted at the time of my story: that the 
novelist stands next to God” (Fowles 80).

Prior to this moment in the novel, the narrator has been retelling the story 
without attracting attention to himself, and the interruption of the sto-
ryline happens suddenly and unexpectedly. It actually comes out of the blue 
suggesting that everything the reader has read so far is an illusion or a false 
impression of the novel. By this act Fowles begins to show his real inten-
tions in the work—to connect the past with the present, to incorporate the 
postmodern narrator within the setting typical of the Victorian period, and 
to subtly place his contemporary ideas and beliefs in the environment truly 
atypical for them (Fowles 80). 

The narrator in the Victorian period was compared to God—he was 
omniscient, i.e. he was able to enter freely into the minds of all characters, 
and was well informed about the actions they took. However, while writ-
ing his ‘Victorian novel’ Fowles did not take these matters into considera-
tion, but constantly tried to modify or even distort the shape, function, 
characters, ideals, or general beliefs of the Victorian period. To achieve 
this, he constructed a postmodern narrator who renounced his absolute 
powers in shaping the plot, created two possible endings and thus left 
more interpretative freedom for the reader.
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Sarah Woodruff as a Noncomplying Character
The female protagonist in the novel is Sarah Woodruff, who, despite be-
ing the main character, does not fit into the strict Victorian idea of the 
woman. Sarah is regarded as a fallen woman because of her alleged affair 
with the French sailor named Varguennes, who left her long ago and 
returned to France. Moreover, she is considered mad because she comes 
to the Cobb every day and gazes at the sea, which people interpret as her 
longing for the sailor. Sarah does not have family or friends, she lives a 
life of seclusion, and that is why other characters find her so difficult to 
decipher. Charles is the only person who comes to know her better, but 
she remains mysterious even to him. Sarah is out of reach of the charac-
ters and the reader, who might find it annoying trying to understand her 
personality, or fit her logically into the framework of the novel.

It seems that Sarah’s primary function in the work is not to conform 
to the influences. She refuses to conform to society and its fundamen-
tal social norms. Furthermore, she refuses to conform to Charles who is 
longing to reach her, and desperately trying to understand her. Finally, 
and maybe most importantly, Sarah refuses to conform to the narrator, 
who although omniscient, for some reason fails or, even, refuses to enter 
the mind of the most intriguing character. In Foster’s opinion, 

One of the attractions of the Victorian society as subject matter for Fowles 
is its strong impulse toward unipolarism, toward unthinking conformity. 
The presence of Sarah, then, as one who refuses to conform is not a mere 
affront to that society but an active threat” (76).

Moreover, Sarah seems to violate established rules of the Victorian so-
ciety with her mere existence. For instance, “rather than Charles seducing 
Sarah, Sarah has in fact seduced Charles, an inversion and perversion, of 
Victorian assumptions regarding women and sexuality” (Raaberg 536). 

The Importance of Sarah in the Shaping of the Novel
Creating a character such as Sarah has a higher purpose. According to 
Richard P. Lynch “Sarah Woodruff does achieve a kind of social freedom 

Foster, Thomas C. 
Understanding 

John Fowles
South Carolina, 1994. 
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in this novel, and she is the primary example of narrative freedom” (51). 
Lynch furthermore elaborates that narrative freedom is only a device 
which Fowles uses to attain a different kind of freedom: “Narrative free-
dom, the ‘freedom’ of fictional characters (or the illusion of it) from their 
authors ... a metaphor for freedom from God, a precondition for existen-
tial freedom in Fowles” (51). According to Lynch narrative freedom is, 
in fact, the freedom of fictional characters from their creator, “It is only 
when our characters and events begin to disobey us that they begin to 
live” (51). Sarah is the best example of a character who is narratively free 
because she acts independently of the narrator’s will from the beginning 
to the end of the novel. 

Charles’s Existential Freedom
Charles Smithson, the male protagonist in the novel, is a wealthy gentle-
man interested in natural sciences and intrigued by the work of Charles 
Darwin. Before meeting Sarah, Charles has a perfectly normal life (and 
identity) for a man of his age and his status. He is engaged to be married 
to a stereotypical Victorian and thus desirable young lady—Ernestina 
Freeman. Sarah, who attracts him later, is different, she does not have 
a family or husband and, consequently, it is difficult for her to fit into 
the community. Raaberg notes that, “The position of any young woman 
in Victorian patriarchal culture, would be accorded identity through the 
father or husband, neither of which she has” (535). Moreover, as Raaberg 
reminds “she existed at the edge of patriarchal rule” because she decided 
to give herself a new identity through the relationship with Varguennes, 
the French lieutenant (536). By this relation she is only awarded unde-
sirable epithets and succeeds in further marginalizing herself—because 
Varguennes is not her husband and she is considered to violate the Vic-
torian propriety. Charles’s love for Sarah makes him change his life and 
remove the limits that Victorian society has put around him. He “has 
been forced to resign his identity as a Victorian ‘gentleman’ but what he 
will replace it with is not clear at the end of the novel” (Lynch 57). By lur-
ing him to exit his familiar surroundings, Sarah makes Charles step out of 
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the Victorian world and enter the insecure postmodern reality in which he 
is no longer under the directives of the narrator. Since he chooses this way, 
one cannot expect to find out the conclusion to his story (and the novel) 
because Charles’s actions are no longer predetermined, he acts of his own 
free will— without the help of the narrator. In other words, he approaches 
narrative and existential freedom, as well as Sarah. 

The Concept of Narrative Freedom
In her article “Pinter Fails Fowles, Narration in the FLW” Susan E. Lorsch 
illustrates how Fowles worked out the concept of narrative freedom 
through the acts of two main characters—Sarah and Charles. Although 
Sarah and Charles come from different social classes and lead separate 
lives, they find themselves in similar positions—they both choose free-
dom of choice over authority. According to Lorsch, Sarah decides to re-
ject the authority of Mrs. Poulteney when she not only disobeys her order 
and continues to walk through the Ware Commons, but also choses to be 
seen in her disobedience; Charles, on the other hand, chooses Sarah over 
Ernestina (5). Even more significant for the concept of narrative freedom 
is the fact that the narrator, in relation to acts of Sarah and Charles, also 
abandons his almighty powers. He openly proclaims that he does not 
understand the acts of Sarah, what is more, that he does not know what 
she will do next.  

Besides his inability to understand Sarah, the narrator also has dif-
ficulties with finishing the story. He argues how to conclude the story 
and finally offers readers two possible endings. This approach of the nar-
rator wakes readers up from their state of passivity and submissiveness 
and puts them in a state of freedom and choice (Lorsch 5). According 
to Lorsch, “Both Charles and the reader find themselves in an uncertain 
new world where they are free to believe and act as they choose, since all 
higher authority—God, society, or narrator has vanished” (5). While Sa-
rah copes well with that condition, Charles, and, finally—the reader, may 
find themselves slightly confused and disoriented. 

Petra CUCULIĆ
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Existential Freedom
Returning now to the point already mentioned, Fowles uses narrative 
freedom as a device to accomplish an even more important aim—exis-
tential freedom for his characters (Lynch 51). In fact, Fowles thus wants 
to show that existential freedom should be the aim of every individual, 
not only in fictional, but also in the real world. In his work Aristos, John 
Fowles states that: “Existentialism is the revolt of the individual against all 
those systems of thought, theories of psychology, and social and political 
pressures that attempt to rob him of his individuality” (qtd. in Foster 76). 
It is not sufficient to say that thoughts about existentialism are present in 
his novel The French Lieutenant’s Woman—they are the focal point in it. 
The character who personalizes Fowles’s thoughts about existentialism is 
Sarah Woodruff. Sarah tries to reach existential freedom or, better to say, 
spends a part of her life coping with her inner struggles and searching for 
her identity and place in the Victorian world. She is unable to find it in 
Lyme Regis under her identity of the French lieutenant’s woman, but for-
tunately she becomes a more complete person at the margin of Victorian 
society—in the house of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. As Lynch puts it, “Sarah 
need no longer suffer Victorian stereotypes because she has found that 
universe and the significant others she needed” (55). Thus, by reaching 
artistic freedom among the people who understood her better, she also 
reached individual freedom. 

The Individual Interpretation
If this novel was meant to be a real Victorian novel, the plot would not be 
disrupted by various defamiliarization effects. The narrator would never 
wake readers up with his monologues in which he reminds them that the 
book is fiction. Moreover, he would never openly announce that he does 
not know how the story will finish, or even what his characters think. 
Sarah would probably be a governess, neither unusual nor special, no one 
who usurps the proper image of Victorian society, or Victorian women. 
In other words, she would not be the main defamiliarization effect in the 
novel. Furthermore, Charles would never face the change in thinking and 
therefore, would never be able to get the courage to confront the Victo-
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rian norms. The story would undoubtedly have one ending and readers 
would not be able to choose which ending they prefer.

However, if things were posed that way, readers would miss the great 
opportunity of facing this unconventional novel. The novel in which they 
are confronted with a task, maybe more difficult than it seems. Just like 
Charles, readers also need to get the courage to remove the boundary that, 
until then, prevented them from the individual interpretation of literary 
works. In other words, readers should remove the boundary that pre-
vented their active involvement in the narrative communication scheme 
which exists between the author, the work and the reader. In The French 
Lieutenant’s Woman readers try to decipher the novel in the same way 
Charles tries to decipher Sarah (Foster 83). However, as Foster puts it, 
“The rightness of their interpretation is determined not by the narrator 
stepping in with a ‘final’ version of Sarah” (85) or the narrator conclud-
ing the novel with an unambiguous ending. Instead, every reader has 
the opportunity to interpret Sarah individually and, consequently, there 
will be as many Sarahs, as there are readers (Foster 85), or as many end-
ings as readers can construct out of details in the novel. Readers become 
active interpreters and take over the course of narration by removing 
the limits imposed by the narrator, and finally by the author. As Roland 
Barthes states in his famous essay The Death of the Author, “A text’s unity 
lies not in its origin, but in its destination” (148), i.e. the unity of a text 
is no longer in the domain of the author, but the domain of the reader. 
Thus, by removing the role of the narrator-God, Fowles gives the reader 
the authority and the freedom of choice in the same way he has given 
freedom to Sarah and Charles. However, freedom, instead of ready-made 
solutions, is a double-edged sword, since readers are now faced with both 
the lightness, and the burden of making their own choices—their own 
interpretation of the work.  
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dioms form a very important part of the English language 
system. Although it is a language with rather simple morphol-
ogy in comparison with most other languages from the same 

language group, precisely its complex system of idioms is what makes 
it rich. English idioms can be categorized according to different criteria. 
One way to systematize them is to put them into groups according to the 
type of their constituent parts, i.e., according to the semantic category 
those parts denote, or, in other words, to the theme they have in common. 
One of the groups formed according to this criterion is the one compris-
ing idiomatic phrases containing names of countries and nationalities. 
Precisely that category is the topic of this paper; I am going to analyse 
28 English idioms containing names of countries and nationalities by 
comparing their treatment in five different dictionaries of English idi-
oms – Collins (2002), Oxford (2006), Longman (1979), Penguin (2001) and 
Wordsworth (1993). Although all of the 28 idioms exist in English, not all 
of them appear in these dictionaries of idioms and they are not always in-
terpreted in the same way, so this analysis might serve as a useful starting 
point for investigating the logic behind that issue. I am also going to look 
at these idioms from a cultural perspective. There is a rationale behind a 
certain nationality being used in a particular idiomatic expression, which 
makes it very interesting to tackle this issue and try to trace the origins 
of those expressions. For this purpose, I am going to consult Alfred H. 
Holt’s Phrase and Word Origins: A Study of Familiar Expressions and Ed-
win Radford’s To Coin a Phrase: A Dictionary of Origins.

The first idiom covered here, and one of the easiest ones to explain 
is—American as apple pie. The explanation given in Collins is the follow-
ing: “If you say that something is as American as apple pie, you mean 
that they are typical of American culture or the American way of life . . . 
Apple pie is a traditional dessert that is thought of as typically American” 
(“American”). This expression can be found only in this dictionary and 
the reason why the other four do not include it may be because it does not 
meet their criteria for an expression to be declared an idiom. Its mean-
ing is pretty transparent because apple pie is widely known as something 
typically American and it is not necessary to learn the meaning of the ex-
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pression by heart in order to understand or use it. The other reason may 
be that the expression has just recently been popularized as an idiom, 
since the only dictionary it appears in is at the same time the newest edi-
tion among the five (from 2002).

One of the most prolific nationalities in the formation of idioms in 
English are the Dutch. The first one to be analyzed here is the idiom to go 
Dutch. It appears in all five of the dictionaries, but the interpretation of 
it slightly varies. According to Collins, “if two or more people go Dutch, 
they share the cost of the bill for something such as a meal or an even-
ing out”, which is nearly identical to the explanation given in Longman 
(“Dutch”). However, Oxford offers a slightly different explanation by say-
ing that to go Dutch means to “share the cost of a meal equally with some-
body else“ [emphasis mine] (“Dutch”), while Wordsworth and Penguin 
say it means “to pay each for oneself” [emphasis mine] (“Dutch”). From a 
functional perspective of the idiom this difference is rather important: to 
split the bill into two equal parts is not the same thing as to pay just for 
your part, which can be just a minor part of the total cost. 

Dutch treat denotes practically the same practice as to go Dutch, but it 
does not appear in all of the dictionaries. Collins mentions it under the 
same entry as the previously analyzed idiom, while Longman introduces 
it under a separate entry, as “a meal, visit to the theatre or cinema at which 
each person pays for himself”, where it is worth noticing the difference is 
in paying for yourself, which is not mentioned in Longman’s explanation 
of the previous idiom (“Treat”).

Wordsworth includes a similar expression, Dutch lunch, under the 
same entry as to go Dutch, and explains it as a type of lunch “to which 
all the guests are expected to contribute food” (“Dutch”), whereas Pen-
guin has Dutch party as a separate entry with the meaning of “a party to 
which each guest contributes some food or drink” (“Dutch”). In To Coin a 
Phrase: A Dictionary of Origins, Edwin Radford explains that a Dutch treat 
means “to share expenses”; therefore, it is “no treat at all” (“Dutchman”).

The answer to the question of why precisely the Dutch are considered 
the mean nation, not willing to treat, may be found in the historical rea-
sons. As Alfred Holt puts it in his book, “the derogatory ones [expressions], 
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of which there are plenty, can for the most part be traced to the bitter hos-
tilities of the 17th century” (“Dutch”). Radford offers the same rationale 
behind the origin of these phrases by saying that “they all derive from the 
seventeenth century when the Dutch and the English fought for control 
of maritime trade” (“Dutchman”).

However, these idioms denoting the practice of splitting the bill are 
not the only ones in which the negative attitude towards the Dutch is ex-
pressed. To be in Dutch is an old-fashioned American expression mean-
ing “to be in trouble,” according to Collins’ dictionary (“Dutch”). The 
explanation given by Holt, on the other hand, does not have a lot in com-
mon with Collins’s. He says that to be in Dutch means to be “in wrong,” 
but since he does not elaborate on it, we cannot estimate with certainty to 
what extent these interpretations really differ (“Dutch”). 

The idiom double Dutch is also a quite peculiar one, on the interpreta-
tion of which different dictionaries seem to slightly disagree. Wordsworth 
and Penguin agree that it means “nonsense, meaningless words” (“Dutch”), 
but Longman explains it as “speech, words, etc., that cannot be understood” 
(“Dutch”), which is not quite the same thing—the fact that someone cannot 
understand something does not automatically make it a nonsense. To his 
explanation, Longman adds that the phrase refers to the fact “that Dutch is 
a language that sounds very difficult to people who are not native speakers” 
(“Dutch”), whereas Radford accounts for it by saying that “Dutchmen were 
for long regarded in England as the typical foreigner” (“Double Dutch”). 
Collins and Oxford do not comprise this expression.

When it comes to using the word Dutchman, we encounter two similar, 
but differently used phrases. If... then I’m a Dutchman is “a way of denying 
a supposition” (Penguin, “Dutch”), on which Longman agrees and gives 
a further explanation by saying that it is “used after a clause beginning 
with if to indicate the speaker’s belief that the facts and opinions stated in 
the if-clause are wrong” (“Dutchman”). On the other hand, Radford says 
that “to declare that something is as the speaker says or ‘... I am Dutch-
man,’ expresses the strongest possible confidence as the acceptance of the 
name of Dutchman would be the ultimate disgrace” (“Dutchman”). Here 
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we have an example of basically the same expression treated from two 
different perspectives, depending on whether there is an if-clause present.

The next idiomatic expression related to this nation is to talk to some-
one like a Dutch uncle, which appears in Longman, Penguin and Words-
worth. According to Longman, a Dutch uncle would be “a man who talks 
to someone severely and openly, as if he were the person’s father or uncle” 
(“Dutch”), which, according to Wordsworth, originates “from the Dutch 
reputation for severe family discipline” (“Dutch”). While Penguin stays 
within the realm of this interpretation—“to lecture with excessive seri-
ousness” (“Dutch”), Radford offers a somewhat different explanation—
“the giving of unsolicited and unappreciated good advice”, which, as least 
not explicitly, does not include the notion of severity and introduces the 
notion of giving advice (“Dutch”). Finally, Holt says that “by putting ‘re-
verse English’ on the theory that uncles are generally indulgent, we dis-
cover that a Dutch uncle is very severe” (“Dutch”).

All but the Collins dictionary include one of the most popular Eng-
lish idioms, and that is Dutch courage, with the meaning of “an artifi-
cial courage gained by drinking alcohol”, on which all of them agree  
(Wordsworth, “Dutch”). 

The next nation deployed in several English idioms are the Greeks. 
To be Greek to someone appears in all of the five dictionaries and is used 
to express that you cannot at all understand something. Holt relates that 
expression to gringo by saying that “the Spanish authorities insist that 
gringo is just griego, Greek, i.e., just gibberish (as in ‘it is all Greek to me’). 
Griego is applied to any foreign language; but gringo has become to mean 
almost exclusively North American or British“ (“Gringo”). 

When Greek meets Greek can be found only in Penguin, where it is ex-
plained as meaning “when two men of formidable strength engage in 
combat, the contest will be hard fought and severe” (“When Greek meets 
Greek”). Holt places its origin in “a 17th century play, celebrating Philip and 
Alexander’s bitterly contested battle with their fellow-Greeks” (“Greek”). 

A Greek gift is explained as “a gift which brings only trouble and sorrow” 
by Penguin (“A Greek gift”), and as “a dangerous gift” by Wordsworth 
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(“Greek”). Penguin and Holt agree that it is “the reference to Vergil’s Ae-
neid II, ‘I fear the Greeks, even when they bring gifts’” (“A Greek gift”). 

The Greek calends appears only in Wordsworth. It means never; if 
something is to happen the Greek calends, it is not going to happen. This 
phrase also has a historical background: “the calends was the first day of 
the Roman month, but was not a part of the Greek calendar—the phrase 
was coined by the Emperor Augustus” (“Greek”).

We can see a rather overt animosity between the British and the 
French in idiomatic expressions containing the latter nation. “The ten-
dency to blame unpleasant or embarrassing things on to a neighbouring 
people is a universal one. In English, the French have their name attached 
to a number of things for which they have no particular responsibility” 
(Radford, “French”). Excuse/pardon my French is a widely known expres-
sion, which yet found its place in only three of the dictionaries. Oxford 
explains that the expression is “used for saying you are sorry when you 
have used or are going to use rude or offensive language,” and Longman 
and Penguin agree (“French”). 

The animosity is particularly easy to grasp in the idiom to take French 
leave, which is mentioned in all of the dictionaries except for the Collins. 
The four offer virtually the same explanation; it means “to leave one’s 
work, duty without obtaining permission” (Longman, “leave”). Radford 
adds that “ ’leave’ here is permission, so ‘French permission’ is no per-
mission at all” (“French”). Longman and Oxford trace its origin back 
to the 18th century French custom “of leaving a social occasion without 
saying good-bye to the host or hostess,” but the interesting part is that 
“the English believed that the custom was French, while French spoke of 
it as an English custom” (Longman, “leave”), which is further explained 
by Radford, who says that “it must be pointed out that the equivalent 
French expression,’s’en filer al’anglaise’, refers the habit to the English” 
(“French”). Holt, on the other hand, treats this issue in a rather biased 
way by saying the following: 
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Penguin offers two more interesting expressions related to this nation, 
the French enigma, which refers to “the inexplicable ability of the French 
to eat a great deal of fatty foods and yet not have any cholesterol prob-
lems leading to a heart disease” (“The French enigma”), and French letter, 
meaning a contraceptive, without any explanation for the relationship 
between the phrase and its meaning (“French letter”).

There are several other nations to be covered in this paper. They have 
not been so extensively used in the formation of idioms as the nationali-
ties dealt with so far. Let us start with China. The expression not for all 
the tea in China appears in four out of five dictionaries, all except for 
Penguin. Collins explains that “if you say that you would not do some-
thing for all the tea in China, you are emphasizing that you definitely do 
not want to do it” and the other dictionaries offer the same explanation 
(“Tea”). The reason why precisely China is used in this expression comes, 
according to Wordsworth, “from the fact that for a long time China was 
the source of all the world’s tea” (“Tea”). 

Following the same logic as the idiom double Dutch, if something is all 
Chinese to someone, it is incomprehensible; both languages are difficult to 
learn and understand (Penguin, “all Chinese to someone”).

Another phrase with an unclear origin and somewhat different in-
terpretations offered in the three dictionaries it appears in is an Indian 
summer. Wordsworth explains it as “a time of fine, still weather in au-
tumn”, which is an explanation offered also in Oxford and Collins (“In-
dian”). The two go a step further by saying that “if someone enjoys an 
Indian summer of their life or career, they have a period of great success 

The French are, if nothing else, polite. Why then should it be consid-
ered characteristically French behaviour to leave a party without saying 
good night to the hostess? Significantly, the French call it taking English 
leave, and I must say it sounds more like the self-conscious, retiring 
Englishman than the gallant and voluble Frenchman. (“French leave”)

Holt, Alfred H. 
Phrase and Word Origins: 

A Study of Familiar Expressions
New York, 1961.
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late in their life or career, perhaps after a period of not being successful” 
(Collins, “summer”). When it comes to the first interpretation, related to 
weather, and its origin, Holt says the following: 

On the other hand, Wordsworth does not find the origin of this phrase so 
difficult to establish; he says that it originates “from a feature of the Na-
tive American climate, probably named simply because when it was first 
observed the country was inhabited by Indians” (“Indian”). 

Too many chiefs and not enough Indians appears in Collins, Oxford and 
Penguin and the meaning of it has been agreed upon: “people say that 
when they want to criticise an organization for having too many people in 
charge and not enough people to actually do the work” (Collins, “chiefs”).

When it comes to the British and the English, there are two idioms 
in which they appear. If you wish someone the best of British, you wish 
them good luck, especially when, according to Longman, you “believe 
that someone has very little chance of succeeding” (“British”). The expres-
sion also exists in Penguin and is explained as meaning “good luck” as 
well (“British”). 

An Englishman’s home is his castle appears in Collins, Longman and 
Oxford. “When people say ‘an Englishman’s home is his castle,’ they are 
referring to the belief that people have the right to do what they want in 
their own home, and that other people or the state have no right to inter-
fere in people’s private lives”, as Collins explains it (“Englishman”). Long-
man says that “an Englishman’s home cannot be entered by anyone else 
without his permission and nobody can tell him how to behave there” 
(“Englishman”), and Oxford remains fairly close to that explanation by 

No one knows just why the Indians are given credit for the short peri-
od of mild and sunny weather called ‘Indian summer’. In England the 
same phenomenon has been given the names of various saints. Several 
authorities refer to the haze or smoke on the horizon as being charac-
teristic, but make no effort to account for it. As a native of northern 
Wisconsin, I venture to record the fact that early autumn, especially 
if it is hot and dry, is par excellence the forest-fire season. (“Indian”)

Holt, Alfred H. 
Phrase and Word Origins: 

A Study of Familiar Expressions
New York, 1961.
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saying that “a person’s home is a place where they can be private and safe 
and do as they like” (“Englishman”).

The Russians find their place in some idiomatic expressions, too. “If 
you say that someone is playing Russian roulette, you are critical of them 
for doing something very dangerous because it involves unpredictable 
risks”—this is the interpretation of this familiar expression in Collins 
dictionary (“Roulette”). Oxford gives the meaning: “to take dangerous 
risks” (“Russian”). Knowing the primary meaning of Russian roulette as a 
game involving a revolver and one bullet, the release of which is a matter 
of pure luck, its deployment in this idiom makes a lot of sense. 

The last idiom covered here is the Russian soul, a not so well known 
expression appearing only in Penguin and interpreted in the following 
way: “a vague, unfulfilled yearning for a better, spiritual life which would 
bring consolation and relief to the suffering masses. Copiously described 
and dramatized in the works of Dostoyevsky and other Russian novelists 
of the 19th century” (“The Russian soul”).

As already mentioned in the introductory part, there were two ap-
proaches to idioms deployed in this paper. The first one was aimed at 
giving an overview of the ways in which idioms can be treated and it was 
done by the means of comparison among five dictionaries, considering 
the diachronic perspective, as well. The second one had the purpose of 
establishing the meaning and origin of those idioms, in order to be able 
to put them into a historical and cultural context. What can be concluded 
from this analysis is that Penguin comprises the most of the expressions, 
21 of them, which is in accordance with the fact that it is the only one 
among the five to have a section dedicated exclusively to this category 
of idioms. Rather than drastic deviations in the interpretations of the 
phrases, only slight, sporadic differences among the dictionaries were 
found. A more important fact worth considering might be the frequency 
with which the idioms appear in the dictionaries; only to go Dutch and 
be Greek to someone appear in all of them, which might be an indicator 
of the frequency of their use. However, a detailed analysis of why a par-
ticular dictionary maker opted for including a particular idiom, and for 
leaving out another one, as well as why they covered the included ones in 
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a particular way is beyond the scope of this paper since it would require 
a more extensive research. In the context of the meaning and the origin 
of the idioms, some patterns of their formation can be noticed. Most 
of them express negative criticism, such as cheapness, impoliteness and 
nonsense, and the nations they deploy are mostly the neighbouring ones 
(The Netherlands and France), which is a reflection of their historical 
hostilities and animosities. 

More than a source of major findings, this paper serves as a starting 
point to a more complex investigation of how English idioms function, 
and it would also be very interesting to investigate the situation in some 
other languages to see to what extent English is specific in creating and 
using idioms the way it does. 
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Introduction
he digitization of textbooks is an emergent technological pro-
cess which is quickly becoming accessible to students world-
wide. Much as its more widespread counterpart; the e-book, 

the digital textbook is a technology that relies heavily on hardware such 
as e-book readers, tablets and computers. Encyclopædia Britannica defines 
the e-book as a “digital file containing a body of text and images suit-
able for distributing electronically and displaying on-screen in a manner 
similar to a printed book” (“e-book”). The digital textbook is a type of 
e-book which substitutes and expands the traditional textbook. However, 
the merit of a digital textbook does not depend on its similarity or its 
capability to replace the traditional textbook, its value lies in its funda-
mental difference from the traditional printed textbook. The first section 
of this article deals with the definition of the digital textbook, both legal 
and theoretical, as well as the potential benefits of its introduction into 
the curriculum.

The content of a digital textbook is even more important than its theo-
retical definition. When writing a textbook it is very important to recog-
nize the target audience for whom the content is created. The second sec-
tion of this article analyzes the modern student, also known as the digital 
native (a term used to describe a person who acquires computer literacy 
at an early age), as well as introduces the contemporary theories on how 
digital natives acquire knowledge differently from previous generations.

In addition to determining and analyzing the introduction of the digi-
tal textbook into the curriculum in Croatian schools, the article explores 
its value as a modern studying tool. Therefore, the third and final section 
of this article contains a detailed analysis of digital English textbooks 
published in Croatia by Profil International d.o.o and Školska Knjiga d.d. 
in 2014. Most of the information regarding the products published by 
both companies has been provided by authors and editors of the digital 
textbooks, for whose cooperation I am very thankful.
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The textbook and the digital textbook
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a book as a “portable volume con-
sisting of a series of written, printed, or illustrated pages bound together 
for ease of reading” (“book”). A textbook is a book written for the sole 
purpose of classroom learning. The two mediums, the book and the text-
book, have been the student’s companion in classrooms around the world 
ever since Gutenberg invented the printing press; yet the two traditional 
mediums of transferring knowledge are being increasingly redefined by 
their digital counterparts. In his often cited article “Books in a Virtual 
World”, author Chris Armstrong defines the e-book in the following 
manner: “Any content that is recognizably ‘book-like’, regardless of size, 
origin or composition, but excluding serial publications, made available 
electronically for reference or reading on any device (handheld or desk-
bound) that includes a screen” (Armstrong 12).

In distinction to the e-book, the digital textbook does not have to be 
“book-like”. The digital textbook’s main forte is that it enables text to tran-
scend the limitations of traditional print. The keyword is multimedia: the 
fact that a digital textbook can simultaneously be an e-book, an audio 
book, a video player, an interactive learning tool and much more. This 
distinction between “book-like” digital material and digital material not 
limited by the traditional book has also been recognized by Armstrong. 
Armstrong establishes the distinction between digitized and born-digital. 
Which he explains is the difference between an e-book digitized from an 
existing physical book and an e-book created for use exclusively in the 
digital form (Armstrong 7).

The Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sport also recog-
nizes two types of electronic material in the curriculum: the digital text-
book and multimedia material. This differentiation roughly overlaps with 
the theoretical standards set by Armstrong. An excerpt from a document 
published an by the Ministry titled “Official Letter to Schools on the Ad-
vertising of Digital (Electronic) Textbooks” [translation mine] provides 
further information on the Ministry’s standpoint: “finally we stress that 
the digital (electronic) textbook is not equal to multimedia material or 
content added to textbooks” [translation mine]. According to the Minis-
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try only eight true digital textbooks exist on the Croatian market, the rest 
are simply multimedia material (“Dopis školama o promidžbi digitalnih 
udžbenika” 2). Although the claim by the Ministry that digital textbooks 
are solely stand-alone products and not traditional textbooks with added 
electronic content is valid, this article accepts both types of products as 
digital textbooks. The aforementioned differentiation is purely a legal 
one, and is not relevant from a theoretical point of view. 

Currently most digital textbooks are an addition to their printed coun-
terparts, they follow the printed textbook page by page with added mul-
timedia content such as audio or video material. If the digital textbook’s 
potential is to be truly maximized it has to be created as a born-digital 
medium, thus freeing itself from the boundaries of traditional print. 
Consequently the digital textbook would completely substitute the tra-
ditional one. This cannot be realized until the school system can provide 
appropriate hardware (such as tablets or computers) for each student. 
These limitations must first be eliminated so that the full potential of 
digitization may be realized. 

The boons are many, as digital material is both cheaper and ecologi-
cally friendlier than printed material; but these boons are shadowed by 
the benefits digital textbooks bring to the learning process. This is espe-
cially true when considering second language acquisition. For instance, 
audio and video material could be further incorporated into the learning 
process, thus making it easier for students of a second language to mas-
ter pronunciation and boost their listening skills. Lee Forester’s article 
“Language Learning in the Digital Age”, explains these benefits in detail:

Computers offer numerous advantages over print. Because richer im-
agery and sound are involved, computers can be more stimulating and 
offer a richer experience than print alone. They can encourage not only 
reflective cognition, but also experiential cognition. Perhaps most impor-
tantly, users can manipulate representations on computers, making them 
interactive in a way that books cannot be. This allows the user both to ex-
perience and to create representations. When the ability to communicate 

Forester, Lee
Language Learning in 

the Digital Age
Web, 2015.
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Forester also predicts how digital textbooks will evolve and transcend the 
printed material itself:

It will be the job of specialized teams of educators, instructional designers 
and multimedia experts to construct digital courseware that will replace 
current textbook packages . . . Producing compelling educational materi-
als in the new media is at least as complicated as making a feature length 
film, and much less well understood. The current practice of simply re-
purposing old videos and tapes series into cd-roms to boost text-book 
sales will ultimately be replaced by course materials designed from the 
bottom up, specifically exploiting the strengths of both print and the new 
media in an integrated fashion. This will include proper recognition of 
recent research in human perception and learning to better understand 
how to utilize instructional media most effectively. (123)

Forester, Lee
Language Learning in 

the Digital Age
Web, 2015.

via the internet with both other computers and people is considered, it is 
clear that there is tremendous potential for this medium. (122)

Some of these advantages, such as richer imagery and sound (e.g. au-
dio and video content), have laudably been incorporated into the digital 
textbooks available to Croatian students by both Profil and Školska Kn-
jiga, two of the biggest publishers of schoolbooks in Croatia. Their prod-
ucts, although they are solely additions to their printed textbooks, merit 
a detailed analysis. The analysis focuses on digital textbooks for English 
learners published by both companies, and will consist of the analysis of 
their design, content and use of multimedia and interactivity.

Prior to analyzing the aforementioned examples, the target audience 
has to be defined. The adaptation of studying material does not stem 
from an irrational wish for technological advancement. It stems from an 
increasing need for education to keep up with contemporary trends in 
information technology, which have already shaped the student’s mind. 
The following section will deal with the digital natives, a generation of 
students born with computer skills, who have different learning prefer-
ences than previous generations.
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The Target Audience: Digital Natives
When compiling a textbook it is crucial to tailor it to the needs of the 
user. The user, or the target audience in this case, is the student. Students 
today are in many ways different from previous generations, and this can 
in many cases be attributed to technology. One of the most important dif-
ferences lies in the way people brought up on modern technology acquire 
knowledge. In the article “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants Part 1.”, au-
thor Marc Prensky coined the term digital native. Prensky describes the 
digital native in the following manner:

Digital Natives are used to receiving information really fast. They like to 
parallel process and multi-task. They prefer their graphics before their 
text rather than the opposite. They prefer random access (like hypertext). 
They function best when networked. They thrive on instant gratification 
and frequent rewards. They prefer games to “serious” work. (2)

Mark Federman, an education researcher at the University of Toronto, 
argued that literacy, as we’ve traditionally understood it, “is now noth-
ing but a quaint notion, an aesthetic form that is as irrelevant to the real 
questions and issues of pedagogy today as is recited poetry—clearly not 
devoid of value, but equally no longer the structuring force of society.” 
The time has come, he said, for teachers and students alike to abandon 
the “linear, hierarchical” world of the book and enter the Web’s “world of 
ubiquitous connectivity and pervasive proximity”—a world in which “the 
greatest skill” involves “discovering emergent meaning among contexts 
that are continually in flux.” 

Prensky, Marc
Digital Natives, Digital 

Immigrants Part 1.
2001.

Carr, Nicholas G
The Shallows: What 
the Internet Is Doing 

to Our Brains
New York, 2010.

These preferences of the digital generation have been largely ignored by 
the contemporary school system. The adaptation to the digital native’s 
needs does not require a change in content, or in what is taught; however, 
to better engage the digital native, the form must change. This claim is 
bolstered by Nicholas Carr in his book “Shallows: What the Internet is 
Doing to our Brains”. Carr refers to another education researcher, Mark 
Federman, in a paragraph relevant to the topic of digital textbooks: 
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The changing nature of the student has been widely recognized, yet the 
educational system is slow to adapt to the needs of its target audience. If 
we are indeed dealing with an audience that prefers multi-tasking and 
graphic content to linear text, then digital textbooks should be created 
accordingly. Imagine a wall of text printed on a page in a traditional text-
book. When this wall of text does not command the student’s attention, 
how is it possible to relay the important information written in the text to 
the student? The answer is simple: redesign. The possibilities are numer-
ous, but it is imperative that the information relayed remains the same. 
Let us for instance focus on a visual redesign in the form of a digital text-
book. Our original large wall of text is broken into smaller paragraphs 
displayed in a computer window; they are not displayed on a single page 
but are displayed one by one, sequentially. The first thing displayed is 
an infographic, containing the most important facts such as who, what, 
when, where and how as well as some statistical data. The second page 
consists of a small paragraph. Once the student has read the paragraph 
they proceed by clicking Next. However, they cannot advance to the next 
paragraph without answering questions about the paragraph they have 
just read. After answering the questions correctly, a relevant picture, short 
video excerpt or fun fact pops up, making it possible to advance to the 
next paragraph. This sort of quick paced task and reward system would 
be more attractive to students (especially those of a younger age) while 
preserving the information from the original text.

One of the most interesting and appealing ways of catering to stu-
dents in a multimedia environment is video material. Video is especially 
attractive in the field of second language acquisition, where the combi-
nation of audio and visual stimuli can help students acquire vocabulary 
faster or get to know the culture better. The video offers content which 
can help students acquire vocabulary by communicating both visual and 
aural cues. In the article “Practical Aspects of Using Video in the Foreign 
Language Classroom”, the author Christine Wilson-Canning recognizes 
the importance of video as an educational tool:
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The digital textbook has the potential to cater to the interests of students 
much better than a traditional book. Especially when considering the in-
clusion of multimedia content such as videos or game-like interactive 
content. However, it is imperative to recognize the target audience and 
their specific needs when integrating multimedia and other content into 
the curriculum. The following section of this article will explore how dif-
ferent content is integrated into existing digital textbooks available on 
the Croatian market and what current digital textbooks look like. 

Digital Textbooks on the Croatian Market

profil d.o.o
In 2014, Profil introduced their service Profil Klik. The service consists of 
digital textbooks published alongside traditional ones. Digital textbooks 
can be downloaded on pc-s as well as Android and Apple devices. The 
digital textbook behaves like a rich pdf file, it is editable, with clickable 
content which opens in pop-up windows. Although it is still in devel-

Videos allow contextual clues to be offered. In addition, video can stimu-
late and motivate student interest. The use of visuals overall can help 
learners to predict information, infer ideas and analyze the world that is 
brought into the classroom via the use of video instruction . . . the video 
can act as a stimulus or catalyst to help integrate materials or aspects of 
the language; videos can help manipulate language and at the same time 
be open to a variety of interpretations. Arthur (1999) claims that: “Video 
can give students realistic models to imitate for role-play; can increase 
awareness of other cultures by teaching appropriateness and suitability; 
can strengthen audio/visual linguistic perceptions simultaneously; can 
widen the classroom repertoire and range of activities; can help utilize 
the latest technology to facilitate language learning; can teach direct ob-
servation of the paralinguistic features found in association with the tar-
get language . . . can offer a visual reinforcement of the target language 
and can lower anxiety when practicing the skill of listening.” 

Canning-Wilson, Christine, 
Wallace, Julie

Practical aspects of 
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2000.
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opment, the service is already available to users. The Profil Klik service 
is based on the Hurix digital content creation system. Hurix is a digital 
content solutions company, based in India, which offers e-learning ser-
vices, as well as platform development and servers, enabling the constant 
development and updating of digital textbooks. The service is limited to 
textbook owners and each textbook comes with a code for its respec-
tive digital counterpart. There is an abundance of multimedia content 
in Profil Klik digital textbooks, most of which is available offline. Multi-
media content in Profil Klik digital textbooks is accessed through click-
able icons next to the text. The following multimedia content is available: 
pictures, audio material, video material, hyperlinks, interactive content, 
documents. Figure 1 is an example of what digital textbooks look like; the 
multimedia content and tools are explained after Figure 1: 

1. the toolbar
The toolbar is the user interface component that enables the use of a digi-
tal textbook. The Profil Klik toolbar consists of the following elements: 
Home (hyperlinks the user to the home page where different digital text-

2.

3.1.

4.

5.
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books are available), Multimedia (opens a sidebar with an overview of 
video, audio and interactive content by page), Content (two icons: one for 
page and one for chapter overview), Search Bar (searches through content 
by relevance), Pen (for free drawing), Marker (for underlining), Notepad 
(enables the user to create notes anywhere on a page), Cursor (switch-
es the mouse from the Pen or Notepad mode to standard select mode), 
Single or Double Page View, Zoom In/Zoom Out, Adjust Page Size, Adjust  
Screen Size and finally Show/Hide Multimedia Icons. The toolbar, even 
though useful and intuitive, may be too complex for the youngest students. 

2. multimedia (audio and video)
All comics presented in the textbook are narrated in audio format and 
can be accessed by clicking the speaker icon next to the text. Also, the 
comics can be viewed frame by frame in the form of a video with narra-
tion. This combination of both audio and visual cues synchronized with 
frames from the comics helps students of foreign language form con-
nections between the written word, the situation drawn in the frame and 
the spoken word. This is not the only form in which video content ap-
pears in the digital textbook. Additional documentary video content is 
available, due to the fact that the company acquired a large database of 
documentary excerpts from bbc, ranging in all topics. The video content 
is informative and of a high quality.

3. interactive content
The interactive content featured in the digital textbooks is game-like con-
tent recognized by Prensky as very appealing to digital natives. The in-
teractive content is accessed by clicking on the computer icon. Since the 
tasks are html files, they open in separate windows in browsers such as 
Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Google Chrome or Internet Explorer. Problems such 
as multiple choice, puzzles, fill-in-the-gap sentences, circle the correct an-
swer problems, pairing of word and picture tasks, true or false problems 
and other tasks are available in the digital textbook. The digital textbook 
offers an instant proofing system which gives the user a Correct or Wrong 
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message as soon as they have finished the task. The task and reward sys-
tem is fast paced and suitable for the digital age. 

4. editing the content
The user can edit and add content to the digital textbook. The Underline 
feature, useful when solving a listening task, is portrayed in the exam-
ple above. The features include making notes, free drawing, underlin-
ing, bookmarking etc. Everything edited is stored and can be removed or 
modified later.

5. navigation bar
The navigation bar is simple and offers basic tools for the navigation of 
the digital textbook. The toolbar consists of the following elements: Go to 
First Page Read, Go To Previous Chapter, Go to Previous Page, Page Location, 
Go to Next Page, Go to Next Chapter, Go to Last Page Read. 

Overview
This digital textbook follows the printed one page by page with additional 
multimedia material. In that sense, the digital textbook is not a standalone 
product. The digital textbook can only be acquired by buying the printed 
textbook and cannot be purchased on its own. Also, the user interface is 
the same for all users, which might be problematic for younger users. A 
simpler toolbar should exist for the first two to three years of elementary 
school. The toolbar can without doubt be understood by students who 
have acquired some computer literacy; however, it might be inappropri-
ate for seven-year-olds. Linda Z. Cooper wrote the following about the 
design of user interface for young students in an article published by the 
“Library Trends” journal: 

Computer hardware and software afford multiple accommodations that 
support children who are not yet at a developmental level at which they 
can negotiate physical environments designed for adults. Children who 
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The Profil Klik digital textbooks are as of yet unfinished products, but 
their potential as studying tools is great. The video, audio and interactive 
multimedia combined with editable content, as well as their basis on a 
strong Hurix platform, ensure that the further development of this study-
ing tool will not be in vain.

školska knjiga d.d.
The publishing company Školska Knjiga has developed their service 
Školski portal for both students and educators alike. Unlike the publish-
ing company Profil, they have created their own platform rather than 
basing their product on an existing one. The platform is functional and 
attractively designed and the digital textbooks are full of multimedia ma-
terial ranging from video and audio material to 3d models and photo gal-
leries. The multimedia content is accessed by clicking on corresponding 
icons in the digital textbook, and the digital textbook itself follows the 
printed one. The digital textbooks can be downloaded on computers run-
ning Windows and Mac operating systems, as well as iPads and Android 
devices. Digital textbooks are accessed using identification provided by 
carnet’s aai@edu.hr service, much like the one used by Croatian universi-
ties. Most of the video and photo material comes from stock databases; 

are nonreaders, beginning readers, or emergent readers may not be able 
to track and scan text with ease. An overloaded screen may make it more 
difficult for a young child to focus on a particular area. The use of a larg-
er font and readable font style as well as inclusion of less text and/or  
images on a page make it easier for children to address the information 
on the screen. Information should appear in both text and icon format. 
Use of color to help young children distinguish objects from each other 
on a screen, and uncomplicated shapes that are recognizable, also support 
the child viewer. Material on the screen should be presented in a clear 
and consistent manner throughout a program. Icons, text, buttons, and a 
Help area that appears in the same place on every screen make it easier 
for children to progress through a program (Liu, 1996). (11)

Linda Z., Cooper
Developmentally 

Appropriate Digital 
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however, it is obvious that it was chosen with great care and the quality of 
the material cannot be questioned. The following pages will analyze the 
tools and materials available in the digital textbook, as well as present a 
screenshot of the textbook itself (Figure 2).

1. the toolbar
The toolbar is the user interface component of the digital textbook which 
enables its use. The toolbar developed by Školska Knjiga consists of the 
following elements: Contents (opens the content page which offers a page 
by page overview of the digital textbook), Cursor (switches the cursor 
from Pen, Marker or Notepad mode to standard select mode), Marker 
(underlines), Remove marker (removes marked content), Pen (freehand 
drawing tool), Notepad (allows the user to add notes onto any page), At-
tach (allows the user to add miscellaneous multimedia material), Tools 
(consists of the calculator, stopwatch and testing tools). The toolbar is full 
of useful tools for educators and students alike, it is intuitive and easy to 
understand. However it may be too complex for younger learners, who 

2.

3.
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may experience information overload due to the amount of icons, images 
and colors on the page (Cooper 11).

2. multimedia
The multimedia content in this digital textbook consists of audio, video 
and photos. All the content is integrated, which means that it can be 
viewed or played in the same window as the digital textbook. The content 
is accessed by clicking on corresponding icons. When accessing audio 
content, a simply designed audio player pops up on screen, the player’s 
interface consists of the play/pause and volume control options. Similarly 
to audio content, video content opens up in a pop-up video player. The 
photos can be viewed in a photo gallery, which consists of photos relevant 
to reading or listening tasks.

3. editing the content
Users can edit content in the digital textbook designed by Školska Knjiga 
by using the Marker, Attach, Pen, Notepad and other tools. These features 
are very useful in all sorts of tasks, but what is especially interesting is the 
Attach feature developed by Školska Knjiga. It offers students and teach-
ers the possibility to add their own multimedia content to the digital 
textbook. When teachers attach content to the digital textbook, they can 
make it accessible to their students. Some content is saved locally on the 
user’s hardware and some content is saved on cloud servers.

4. navigation bar
The navigation bar is a standard and very useful toolbar in a digital text-
book. It allows users to navigate through the content with ease. The navi-
gation bar in the digital textbooks developed by Školska Knjiga consist of 
the following elements: Go to previous page, Page number, Bookmark page, 
Quit, Bookshelf (allows the user to access other digital textbooks), Settings, 
Minimize, Go to next page. 
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Overview
The digital textbooks developed by Školska Knjiga have been designed by 
the company itself. They are superbly designed and feature a lot of mul-
timedia material and interactive content. The interactive content appears 
in the form of quizzes and different tasks which are suitable for digital 
natives who seek a more game-like learning environment. Much like the 
digital textbooks developed by Profil, these digital textbooks may be too 
complex for the youngest learners. Školska Knjiga digital textbooks are 
a complete and useful product featuring a variety of content and tools 
which can be useful to both students and educators. The fact that the 
whole system, including cloud servers and customer support, has been 
developed by the company itself offers the user direct control and assur-
ance that their specific needs will be catered to.

Conclusion
The digital textbook is an emergent technology which could potentially 
replace the traditional textbook, it is therefore important to understand 
the impact this technology may have on the learning process. The digi-
tization of textbooks is a process currently in progress in Croatia, and it 
merits a detailed analysis. The potential of digital textbooks is great and 
in order for it to be maximized a strong theoretical framework for the 
creation, design and use of digital textbooks must be established. Car-
rying within itself the capabilities of multimedia, interactivity, content 
creation and editing, the digital textbook is a powerful learning tool. The 
digital natives are a generation whose appetites for information differ 
greatly from those of the previous generation. It is for this reason that 
digital textbooks should be created to appeal to a generation of users used 
to a fast pace and interactive digital environment. The development of 
the digital textbook is well underway, yet its future is unclear. Digital text-
books are as of yet auxiliary learning tools, still bound to the traditional 
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textbook following it page by page. However, with further development, 
it is likely that we will witness a transformation in textbook use. As pub-
lishers develop more daring and creative content, digital textbooks of the 
future will surely offer exciting, new ways of both learning and teaching 
for students and educators alike. 
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ritish imperialism has been a widespread and common topic 
for a considerable part of British history. However, only re-
cently has the imperialist heritage been noticed and discussed 

within popular culture. In this essay I would like to focus on the particu-
lar period of the 1980s, as a period when popular culture became more 
visual than it had been ever before, thanks to the development of the 
music video industry that went global during that period. The birth of 
the contemporary rock and pop video as we perceive it today happened 
in 1981 when mtv started airing. The first bands to take over the channel 
were the new wave of British bands, often referred to as the “New British 
Invasion”. Such bands paid immense attention to their image, which led 
them to start showing repeated and recognizable patterns. What I found 
extraordinary is how many of these bands used orientalism, in Said’s 
terms, as a marketing tool to sell their image to the public. In doing so, 
they showed very traditional, and as I would suggest, imperialist heritage 
through which they appropriated images known from their colonial past 
in order to appeal to the masses—their fans. 

To understand the causes for such developments in music, which 
forced music to become (as absurd as it may sound) a visual as well as 
an auditory medium, one must first learn something about the context 
within which mtv appeared. There were some major although quite sub-
tle changes about the practices of pop music marketing. As Will Straw 
very well analysed in his 1988 text “Music Video in Its Contexts: Popular 
Music and Post-Modernism in the 1980s”:

The emergent mainstream of 1982-84 had as its principal demographic 
bases a radio audience (that of teenage girls) long regarded as insignifi-
cant within radio broadcasting, and a medium (television) which was for 
the first time able to attract the traditional core audience for rock music. 
This re-enfranchisement of younger teenagers, and especially adolescent 
girls, as radio listeners and record-buyers should be seen as a crucial fac-
tor in the emergence of certain kinds of paramusical practices around 
the new musical mainstream. An intensification of the discourses of 
celebrity around pop music, and the proliferation of fan magazines, pin-
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 The mentioned “discourses of celebrity” became a key drive for the music 
video industry, since video became a tool for marketing promotion of 
music, and whether the audience liked the video became the deciding 
point for further marketing strategies. It also led to the “restriction of 
all musical practice to the format of the 3-5 minute pop song” and an 
“unprecedented degree of homogeneity” in the sound of new mainstream 
music (Straw 4). The music video was basically a result of the need for a 
“new musical field in which feedback mechanisms (between airplay and 
retail sales, for example) were quick, but in which performer identities 
were distinct and marketable” (Straw 6). The pressure on the music video 
to ‘sell’ the artist it represents became even bigger because of the practice 
of releasing singles before albums. Albums followed after the release of 
a few successful singles which were, of course, accompanied by a video.

Such homogeneity and will to succeed led to the formation of recog-
nizable patterns among many different artists who used video as a pro-
motion tool. The particular pattern I would like to concentrate on is the 
use of colonial imagery in videos by the British bands of the period, who 
very clearly used the British imperial past as an inspiration to construct 
their image. If you have watched episodes of Agatha Christie’s Poirot such 
as Death On The Nile or Murder in Mesopotamia, you will most certainly 
recognize many similarities between them and some of the 1980s videos. 
Of course, videos have adapted to the short format and added some new 
elements, such as a mysterious exotic woman or scenes of the band play-
ing in an area which almost always had exotic visual features. Here is 
what Marsha Kinder recognized in her text “Music Video and the Specta-
tor: Television, Ideology and Dream” as early as 1984:

ups and other forms of merchandise all signalled the renewed involvement 
of young adolescents within popular music culture. (4)

Thus far I have been talking as if all music videos had equal visual com-
plexity and were all characterized by one style, neither of which is the case. 
Yet virtually all rock videos are comprised of three distinct components, 
which are combined with different emphases to create considerable variety 
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What Kinder calls a minifilm is precisely the way I perceive many of 
the popular video of the 1980s. And when one connects the minifilm 
with the mentioned exotic, mysterious details, the result is the very “day-
dream” sequence which Kinder compares with the music video. The first 
such video that comes to mind is Hungry like the Wolf by Duran Duran. I 
mention this video because it shows almost all of the elements previously 
mentioned. It also shows very clear colonial visual features like the setting 
in India, but also clearly dividing the band from the Indian people with 
several details. The band are dressed in white clothes that can be put in 
connection with original clothing worn by the British in the beginning 
of the 20th century while travelling to the colonies. The video is added 
some mystique by the singer Simon Le Bon’s erotic fantasy for an exotic 
black woman who appears as a phantasma put in the jungle setting. Le 
Bon, as an Englishman, always appears in an urban setting, but very obvi-
ously craves for the woman in the wild.  Hungry like the Wolf clearly fits 
Kinder’s description: 

Far more typical is the use of a thin narrative line, witty in tone, which 
provides the basic situation for an erotic fantasy on which the spectator 
can elaborate according to his/ her sexual tastes. The holes in the plot are 
usually filled by the lush visuals—the exotic settings, costumes, hair styles 
and make-up as well as the fast cutting and effects. (8)

Kinder, Marsha
Music  Video and the 
Spectator: Television, 
Ideology and Dream.

1984.

within the form. First, the performance of the singer or group identifies 
the form with the musical genre and with the historic pop tradition of 
recording live performances on tape or film. Second, a simple or complex 
narrative carried by the lyrics and/or visual images, and sometimes fea-
turing a guest star, turns the video into a minifilm with specific generic 
identification (e.g., horror, gangster film, screwball comedy, western, noir, 
melodrama, women’s picture), making the visuals easier to remember 
and providing the spectator with a prefabricated day-dream with varying 
degrees of space left for personal elaborations. Third, a series of incon-
gruous visual images stressing spatial and temporal dislocations makes 
rock video closely resemble dreams . . . (4-5)

Kinder, Marsha
Music  Video and the 
Spectator: Television, 
Ideology and Dream.

1984.
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The same motif of a mysterious black woman appears in the video for 
the song Africa by Toto. This time the woman is situated in an office, not 
in the wild, but the singer is constantly reminded of Africa by looking 
at her, also tempted by her strong sexuality. Her face constantly keeps 
interchanging with the image of a globe or, more specifically, with the 
part where the African continent is situated. The band’s costumes exhibit 
the colonial heritage, this time similar to what European explorers wore 
when they explored Africa.  

The African continent proved to be highly inspirational, especially the 
desert setting and the pyramids of Egypt, as seen in the Stranglers’ video 
for the song Golden Brown. The Stranglers fit into the colonial trends with 
their choice of exotic location, white colonial outfits and interestingly 
enough, by introducing the London addressed Leighton House as the 
interior setting where the band is playing. Leighton House is the origi-
nal villa erected by Lord Leighton in the 2nd half of the 19th century as a 
realization of his orientalist and aesthetic ideals. The Arab Hall, which 
represents the highlight of its interior design with its original oriental 
tiles, is nothing but an example of an “ultimate imperial act, the acquisi-
tion of booty, antiquities of all sorts, the robbing of tombs and buildings, 
sometimes paid for, invariably not” as John MacKenzie states in his book 
on Orientalism (53). Golden Brown came out in 1981, while Spandau Bal-
let repeated the formula two years later in their video for the song Gold. 
Apart from having almost similar titles, the songs are put in connection 
via the choice of filming location for their video—Leighton House. 

The Muslim world was very well incorporated into a video by Sisters 
of Mercy for their 1988 song Dominion. As suggested by the title, the im-
perialist tendencies are less than subtle in this video. The colonial white 
clothing worn by Andrew Eldritch and Patricia Morrison well fits into 
what Eldritch allegedly described as a Lawrence of Arabia part 2. Sisters 
of Mercy repeat all of the previously mentioned patterns as they move 
around the ancient temple of Petra in Jordan where the original movie 
with Peter O’Toole was filmed. 

In the beginning of the 1980s video became the key visual tool for mu-
sic promotion, which led to all kinds of changes in the world of popular 
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music. For the audience it meant that they could finally see their favourite 
performers moving (as opposed to previously seeing them only on album 
covers) and the bands started to use that attention by filming rich and ex-
pensive videos to attract even more fans. Soon patterns started to appear. 
Imperialist tendencies in video industry actually appeared even before 
the rise of mtv, when the band Madness filmed their low budget video 
Night Boat to Cairo in 1979. What then looked like a joke, used by Mad-
ness to make fun of traditional British values, soon became a very popular 
means of attracting audiences. The musical dominance of bands such as 
Duran Duran or Spandau Ballet who reigned over the music world of the 
period, in the visual sense reflected the dominance of Britain over their 
colonies. An Englishman dressed in white colonial clothes craving for 
the exoticism of the east became a common image in the popular culture 
of the decade. By choosing such an image British musicians without a 
doubt evoked the ‘glorious’ past of their country and showed the audience 
that the imperialist heritage was very much present in the contemporary 
discourse of the period, and as post-colonial critics point out, still exist 
to this day.  
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Introduction
his paper is a linguistic analysis of the popular American televi-
sion situation comedy Friends. The show is a particularly inter-
esting subject for linguistic research, since its script consists of 

dialogues that reflect the natural, casual way of speaking of most young 
people of the late 1990s and early 2000s. The dialogues are, however, en-
riched by an infinite number of word games that create a humorous ef-
fect and which, one might say, are really the basis of the show’s comedy 
(especially when it comes to Chandler). 

Friends
The show premiered in the fall of 1994 and it lasted ten seasons. The 
plotline follows a group of six friends living in Manhattan, whose intra-
group relationships create funny and awkward situations and are the ba-
sis of the storyline. 

The show starts as Rachel Green flees her wedding day and comes 
to Manhattan looking for her childhood friend Monica Geller. As Ra-
chel moves in with Monica, she also meets her friends Chandler Bing 
and Joey Tribianni who live in the apartment across the hall, their friend 
Phoebe Buffay and Monica’s brother, Ross Geller. The six create a net-
work of relationships of various character (romantic, friendly, at times 
even inimical) and throughout the ten seasons the viewers follow each of 
their personal, professional and emotional growth.

Most episodes really revolve around the friends’ inter-relationships 
or career issues. Even though the show’s plotline may seem typical of the 
time and even too life-like to make it in any way distinct from any other 
TV series or even interesting to the viewers, the show did take on some 
issues which were rather controversial at the time, and some still are, such 
as same-sex marriage, surrogate mothers, out-of-wedlock births, lesbian 
parenting, interracial dating, artificial insemination etc. 

M IA G AŠPAROVIĆ
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Central Perk
The first and most obvious word play that can be noticed in Friends is the name 
of the coffee shop where the group spends most of their time—Central Perk.

The coffee shop’s name is obviously based on the name of  the famous 
urban park in Manhattan—Central Park. The characters often refer to 
the park itself in the show, mentioning the fact that the coffee shop’s 
location is somewhere near, if not in Central Park. Insterestingly enough, 
none of 236 Friends episodes were filmed in New York.

We could make a guess that the coffee shop’s name was probably de-
rived from the noun percolator which, according to Oxford dictionary, 
stands for a pot for making coffee, in which boiling water is forced up 
a central tubeand then comes down again through the coffee. Another 
possible origin of the name may be found in the phrasal verb perk up, 
which according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current Eng-
lish means “to become or make somebody become more cheerful, lively, 
or interesting” (“perk up”), which is the effect that coffee sometimes has 
on people, as it does on our characters. 

Difficulties for the Translators
The show’s script is crowdedwith puns and wordplay, which can easily 
represent a lot of difficulties for translators. Friends quickly became inter-
nationally popular and was broadcasted all over the world, which meant 
translators had a tough time providing the accurate subtitles for the show.

Seeing that the puns used in the show were sometimes humorous only 
in English, we can assume that providing the equally funny subtitles in 
different languages was rather exhausting for anyone who tried to tackle 
the task of translating the characters’ lanugage. 

A few examples of the phrases that work as wordplay may be found 
below, along with a description of the problems they may or did represent 
for the translator and possible solutions.

Chandler: “Do you think there is a town in Missouri or someplace called 
Sample? And as you’re driving into the town, there’s like a sign and it 
says: You’re in Sample.”

Example 1.1:
Season 3, Episode 24
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The comic effect of this line is achieved by the fact that the phrase “you’re 
in Sample” sounds like “urin sample”. This kind of wordplay would be 
possible only in languages that have their words for “urin” and “you are 
in” that sound alike, which is practically impossible, since the wordplay is 
basically restricted to English. It is possible to produce that kind of word-
play in other languages, but using different words. Here is an example of 
how this same scene was translated to Croatian:

This translation is as good as it could be. The wordplay retains the comic 
effect based on the same kind of wordplay, but with a different meaning.

In the next example, the character Leslie, Phoebe’s long-lost friend, 
says she heard about Phoebe at the place where they sell the big fish, after 
which Chandler replies:

The comic effect here is realized using the noun fish. Since the noun has 
the same singular and plural form, it remains unclear what Leslie had in 
mind. In addition, this line would be equally comical only in those lan-
guages where the same noun also has the same singular and plural form.

As part of my research, I watched the aforementioned episodes with 
Croatian subtitles, paying special attention to how the translators dealt 
with such problems. These kinds of issues are special opportunities for 
translators to be creative and try to find a suitable solution.This is how the 
second example was translated to Croatian:

Chandler: “Mislite li da u Missouriju postoji mjesto koje se zove Mišljena? 
I onda kad ulazite u grad, ugledate natpis: Vi ste u Mišljeni.”

Chandler: “All right, listen. I have to go to the bathroom, but if the place 
with the big fish comes up again, I’d like to know whether that’s several 
big fish or just one big fish.”

Chandler: “Slušaj, moram do toaleta. Ako se ponovno spomene mjesto s 
velikim ribama, htio bih znati je li to jedna velika riba ili više njih.”

Example 1.2:

Example 2.1:
Season 3, Episode 14

Example 2.2:
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This translation is fails to convey the original humorous meaning. The sen-
tence itself does make sense and it is grammatically correct, however Chan-
dler’s line was translated word-for-word and has no comic effect because 
Croatian word for fish does not have the same singular and plural form.

I believe this translation to be more successful than the first one.

Popularizing Words
The show Friends has been credited for popularizing and coining many 
new words and phrases. Interestingly enough, some of them have gained 
popularity fairly quickly and have stayed in use even up to today. Other, 
however, never managed to catch on and, so to say, died out with the series.

One of the terms that has gained extreme popularity and remains 
popular until this day, especially among young people is the term friend 
zone. As Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English states, 
the term refers to ‘’a situation in which a friendship exists between two 
people, one of whom has an unreciprocated romantic or sexual interest 
in the other (“friend zone”).

Friend zone was first used in the first season of the show when Joey 
explains to Ross why Ross and Rachel could never be together.

Chandler: “Moram u zahod. Obrati pozornost na to ‘gdje prodaju veliku 
ribu’. Zanima me je li to više komada velike ribe, ili tek jedna riba.”

Example 2.3:

Joey: “Because you waited too long to make your move and now you’re in 
the friend zone.”
Ross: “No, no, no. I’m not in the zone.”
Joey: “Oh, Ross. You’re mayor of the zone.”

Season 1, Episode 7

Another term popularized by the series is bff. Unfortunately, it is not 
certain when the term was used for the first time. The show seems to be 
responsible for promoting bff and using it in a casual way which quickly 
enabled it to catch on and enter the vocabulary of many young viewers. 

PATCHWORK
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Phoebe: “That’s her pal, Phoebe. According to her high school yearbook, 
they were like bff.”
(Everybody looks at Phoebe in confusion.)
Phoebe: “Best friends forever.”
Everybody: “Oh, okay!”

Season 3, Episode 25

BFF isused again on the show when Phoebe explains to the rest of the 
group that her mother had a friend who was also named Phoebe.

Little girl: “You’re a big scrud.”
Ross: “What’s a scrud?”
Little girl: “Why don’t you look in the mirror, scrud?”
Ross: “I don’t have to. I can just look at you.”

Season 3, Episode 10

Another term that the show tried to popularize was scrud. The word does 
not appear in Oxford Dictionary, Colinss Dictionary nor in Merriam-
Webster Dictionary. However, it is listed in Slang American Style written 
by Richard A. Spears where it is defined as “a serious or a venereal dis-
ease” (“scrud’’). 

The meaning it had in the show was presumably not the one given 
by Spears, since it in no way fits into the context. This term never really 
caught on and it remains unclear what was actually meant by this insult 
in the show. There is no such word in either Oxford or Collins dictionary. 
However, Urban Dictionary offers us an interesting, but also an unreli-
able interpretation. It says that scrud means “A girl that looks good from 
far away, but when up close looks really ugly” (“scrud”).The term scrud is 
used as an insult when Ross talks to a little girl who is mad at him:

One more example I wanted to point out was the term frienaissance. The 
term was coined by using the words friend and renaissance and by blend-
ing them together to produce the meaning of reviving an already existing 
friendship; however, this ingenious wordplay did not catch on either. It 
was used by Phoebe when Joey suggested that the two of them drive from 
Las Vegas to New York together:

Mia GAŠPAROVIĆ
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Chandler: “What are you talking about?”
Phoebe: “Don’t feel bad. You know, they used to like you a lot. But then 
you got promoted and, you know, now you’re all like Mr. Boss-Man! Mr. 
Bing! Boss-Man Bing!”
Chandler: “I can’t believe it!”
Phoebe: “Yeah, yeah. They even do you.”
Chandler: “They do me?”
Phoebe: “You know, like, um, okay: ‘Could that report BE any later?’”
(Joey and Ross laughing)
Chandler: “I don’t sound like that.”
Joey and Ross: “Oh, Chandler. Yeah, you do.”
Ross: ‘’The hills are alive with the sound OF music.’’
Chandler: “Okay, I don’t sound like that. That is so NOT true.”
(Joey and Ross laughing)

Season 6, Episode 1

Season 1, Episode 22

Joey: “This could be our chance to, like, renew our friendship.”
Phoebe: “Are you asking me to have a frienaissance?”
Joey: “Sure?”
Phoebe: “All right, although I don’t think we need one, baby. I never 
stopped  loving you.”

Chandler Bing – Could He Be Any Funnier?
Chandler Bing is the one character that stands out of the group when it 
comes to the use of language, puns and wordplay for comic effects. Other 
characters from the group and his co-workersoften make fun of distinc-
tive vocal inflections in his speech.

In one of the episodes, Phoebe starts working in Chandler’s firm and 
she finds out how Chandler’s co-workers make fun of the way he talks:

He also uses many fixed expressions and idioms, and twists their mean-
ings in order to achieve a sarcastic effect. For example, Chandler plays 
with the expression to leave someone high and dry, which according to 
Slang American Style means ‘’to leave someone helpless or to abandon 
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Season 2, Episode 16

Season 2, Episode 19

Joanna: “Bing? Heh. That’s a great name.”
Chandler: “Thanks. It’s Gaelic for ‘Thy turkey’s done’.”

Phoebe: “Oh, Bing. What an unusual name.”
Chandler: “Well, you should meet my uncle Bada.”

Example 1:
Season 3, Episode 20

Example 2:
Season 8, Episode 21

someone’’ (‘’to leave someone high and dry’’), so he cleverly tries to form 
an antonym of the expression by using ‘’lower or wetter’’ which, on its 
own, has no meaning.

Joey: “Hey, are you cool with this? I mean, I don’t want to leave you high 
and dry.”
Chandler: “Hey, I’ve never been lower or wetter. I’ll be fine.”

Chandler also uses the idiom out of the blue in his wordplay to form an 
antonym. The idiom comes up when he tells his roommate Eddie to move 
out. Eddie acts surprised and as if he does not expect that, even though 
Chandler has already thrown him out of the apartment once before:

Eddie: “I gotta tell you man, that’s kind of out of the blue, don’t you think?”
Chandler: “This is not out of the blue! This is smack-dab in the middle of 
the blue!”

Another funny example is his play with onomatopoeia in order to achieve 
comic effect when talking about his last name—Bing:

While in the former example Chandler compares his last name to the 
sound the oven makes when the food is done cooking, in the latter,he 
uses his last name in order to make a reference to the catchphrase Bada 
bing which was popularized by the hit television show The Sopranos. The 
catchphrase is an exclamation used to emphasize that something will 
happen effortlessly and predictably. 

Mia GAŠPAROVIĆ
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Chandler: “All right, there, mother-kisser?”Example 1:
Season 1, Episode 11

Neologisms and Word Formations in the Show
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English describes neolo-
gism as ‘’a new word or expression or a new meaning of a word’’ (‘’neolo-
gism’’). The show Friends has produced many neologisms and different 
word-formations over the ten years that it was airedand in more ways 
than one. Those formations were something that just might happen to 
any speaker in the moment, they are spontaneous, greatly dependent of 
context and add humour to the conversations.

First, let us look at the word-formations created by the combination of 
two nouns, where the first noun usually acts as a modifier for the second 
noun. This kind of ‘’joining two separate words to produce a single form 
is called compounding’’ (Yule 54).

Chandler uses the neologism mother-kisser when talking to Ross, after 
his best friend kisses his mother. The funny effect of combination of two 
words is the result of its resemblance toa different word of profanity. In 
this situation the combination doesn’t have the effect of swearing, but 
rather of a childish talk.

Weather forecast on TV: ‘’All the East Coast is having beautiful weather. In 
New York it’s 72 and sunny.’’
Rachel: “Oh. Weather bitch.”

Example 2:
Season 9, 

Episodes 23 &24

This example is from an episode where all six of the charachters go on 
holiday in Barbados. While they are there, the weather is horrible. In this 
particular scene, Rachel is watching the weather forecast on TV and she 
is irritated by the fact that it’s sunny in New York, but it’s raining in Bar-
bados. This compound suggests a sort of kill-the-messenger situation by 
mocking the character presenting the weather forecast.
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Chandler: “You have to go to a sleep clinic.”
Joey: “I told you, I’m not going to any clinic. I don’t have a problem. 
You’re the one with the problem. You should go to a quit-being-a-baby-
and-leave-me-alone clinic.”

Joey: “Well, who’s well educated now, Mr. I-forgot-ten-states?” 

Example 1:
Season 4, Episode 20

Example 2:
Season 7, Episode 8

Monica: “Hey dad, what are you doing here?”
Monica’s dad: “Well, it’s your mother’s bridge night, so I thought I’d come 
into the city for a little Monicuddle.”

Example 1:
Season 3, Episode 1

Secondly, there are many instances of various word-formations formed 
by using a hyphen to join different words together which were then used 
either as nouns or adjectives. This method could also be classified as a 
type of compounding.

These kinds of word-formations do not have a meaning by themselves 
and if they were to be extracted from the sentence, it would be rather 
puzzling to know what they refer to. They are different word-forma-
tions that are greatly dependent of the context of the series. Their main 
role is, of course, the comic effect because they are usually used to mock 
one of the characters. They also contribute to the impressionof listen-
ing to a real conversation of a group of friends sitting in a coffee shop 
teasing each other.

An important method of forming neologisms in the show isthe 
blending of two words into a new one. As Yule explains, “blending is 
typically accomplished by taking only the beginning of one word and 
joining it to the end of the other word’’ (55). 

This example gives us a funny neologism Monicuddle which was created 
by blending two words together: Monica and cuddle. Such personalized 
newly coined terms are often found in Friends, but such blending is not 
unheard of even in today’s shows and films. Making of new words based 
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Ross: “Rachel and I hired a male nanny.”
Chandler: “You got a man who’s a nanny? You got a manny?” 

Example 2:
Season 9, Episode 6

on the names of the characters, ascribing a specific characteristic to him 
or her is a very popular way of achieving comic and friendly effect in the 
world of television. 

This is another creative example of merging two words together to pro-
duce a humorous neologism. The term has survived and even caught on, 
as it remains popular and is often used even in today’s TV shows. 
The final method of generating new words on the show is the use of dif-
ferent affixes. This kind of a word-formation process is, according to Yule, 
by far the most common one in the production of new English words 
(Yule 57). 

Monica: “Oh man, they think they are so slick messing with us. But they 
don’t know that we know that they know. So...”
Chandler: “Ah, yes. The messers become the messees!”

Example 1:
Season 5, Episode 14

Example 2:

In this example, the suffix -ee is used to explain that the people who used 
to mess with other people are now the people who are being messed 
with. Although such word does not exist in English, the context of the 
conversation makes it possible for the viewers to understand what was 
meant by this word. As common suffixes in English, -er and -ee create no 
confusion when added to words that normally do not carry those suffixes; 
anyone fluent in English will immediately recognize that -er refers to the 
doer of the action, while -ee refers to the one that suffers the action. The 
word messee is not a word any English speaker would normally use, it is 
just one of Chandler’s improvisations on the spot and that is precisely 
what makes it funny.

The same kind of method is used in the following example:

Chandler: “I wasn’t the kisser, I was the kissee!”
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Monica: “Hey, Rach, maybe your resolution should be to, um, be gossipless!”Example 3:
Season 5, Episode 11

Ross: ‘’Okay. Uhm. Did you ever see, uhm, Return of the Jedi?’’
Rachel: ‘’Yeah.’’
Ross: ‘’Do you remember the scene with the, uhm, Jabba the Hutt? 
Well, Jabba had as his prisoner, uhm, Princess Leia.’’
Rachel: ‘’Oh.’’
Ross: ‘’Princess Leia was wearing this, uhm, gold bikini thing. It was pretty cool.’’

Example 1:

The next example of producing new kinds of words shows us the use of 
the suffix -less which, when added to a noun, acts as a predicative adjective:

Friendly Conversation
One of the reasons that the show Friends became and remained so popu-
lar may be because the conversation among the six main characters always 
seems casualand spontaneous, almost like a naturally occurring conversa-
tion, which appealed to the audience in the way that they would almost 
feel that they knew those characters or even identified with some of them.

The scenes often start with the characters meeting each other, either 
in the coffeeshop or in their homes. Such an organization of the script 
results in a very high number of greetings, something that Friends have 
brought to a new level, since it has served as an ideal opportunity for 
further linguistic creativity.

Another reason why the language of the show may seem so familiar 
and every-day-like is the frequent use of all kinds of deictic expressions, 
such as this and that.

Yet another feature makes the language in the show seem natural 
and that is the high frequency of expressions which signal hesitation in 
speech, such as uhm and you know.

However, possibly the key reason the conversation in Friendsappeals 
to us so muchlies in the often use of various discourse markers such as so, 
well, oh, okay, kind of, etc.
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This is the scene where Ross and Rachel have a conversation about what 
Ross would like to see Rachel wearing for him and he is embarassed to 
tell the story so there are many instances of him using the sound uhm 
when pausing.

Phoebe: “Yeah, oh, Princess Leia and the gold bikini? Oh, every guy 
our age loved that!’’
Rachel: “Really?’’
Phoebe: “Mmhm. It’s huge, yeah! That’s the moment when, you know, 
she stopped being a princess and she became like, you know, a woman, 
you know.’’

Example 2:

This is the following scene and Phoebe and Rachel are talking about what 
Ross said. Phoebe uses lots of expressions such as oh, you know and yeah 
while talking. In writing it may seem like too much, but when watching 
the show it gives a viewer a true feeling of watching a real life conversa-
tion between two friends.

Considering that the show is based on a kind of language that each of 
us use everyday, especially when relaxed and talking to people we consid-
er friends, it is no surprise that many people identified with the show and 
felt a connection and familiarity with its characters. Such use of language 
finally resulted in the show becoming a huge success, pulling the viewers 
into the story and making them feel closer to the characters.

Conclusion
In this research, I have examined one of the most popular comedy tv 
series of all time in order to see how the language on the tv show in-
fluenced the English language and what novelties it has brought to it. 
Based on the findings in all 236 episodes of the show, I can state that the 
characters coined many ingenious and funny new words and expressions 
using different methods. It is of great importance how the language is 
used in order for viewers to watch the tv show and really believe they are 
watching something that just might have happened in real life. Seeing 
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that the show received many positive reviews, numerous awards and won 
the hearts of millions of viewers, it is safe to say that the English language 
is open to the kind of creativity that the show introduced.
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Introduction
ewis Carroll’s timeless classics, Alice in Wonderland and Alice 
Through the Looking-Glass, have been the objects of imagination 
and re-interpretation of many. Albeit not so ordinary exam-

ple, one of these interpretations is Alice: Madness Returns, a video game 
published by the Spicy Horse company, with American McGee being 
the main developer. The focus of this paper is to affirm and analyze Alice 
in Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking-Glass as a hypotext to the 
video game Alice: Madness Returns, which serves as a contemporary re-
imagination of Lewis Carroll’s Wonderland universe.

The first part of this paper analyzes Carroll’s work through the lens of 
the fantastic and appropriates theoretical analysis of the book from peer-
reviewed critical texts. Moreover, a definition of the fantastic is briefly 
summarized as explained by Tzvetan Todorov in his work The Fantastic -   
A Structural Approach to the Literary Genre. 

The second part of this paper is a thorough analysis of American  
McGee’s video game and the ways in which the inspiration is drawn from 
Carroll’s work, as well as providing clear context as to how the game has 
placed Carroll’s Alice books as the intertext. Additionally, this paper pro-
vides the analysis of how these works are linked and interpreted through 
postmodern theory. To be more precise, the postmodern theoretical texts 
are those of Linda Hutcheon (A Poetics of Postmodernism: History, The-
ory and Fiction) and Jean-Francois Lyotard (The Postmodern Condition: 
A Report on Knowledge). The paper also provides conclusions regarding 
the ways in which American McGee’s video game reconstructs Carroll’s 
work and the postmodern elements it includes.

The Attributes of the Fantastic in Alice
In order to affirm the connection between Carroll’s Alice and the ways his 
work is interpreted in Alice: Madness Returns, it is important to primar-
ily position Alice in the scope of the genre incorporated within Carroll’s 
books. This part of the paper uses Tzvetan Todorov’s structural approach 
to the fantastic genre to pinpoint the genres represented in the works. 
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Carroll’s Alice Books
Observe the following claim by Todorov: 

Carroll’s Alice books have a foundation in the fact that, in the narra-
tive, Alice visits the actual world of Wonderland. This means that the 
first condition, according to Todorov, has been fulfilled, although Alice’s 
character experiences a sudden revelation by waking up from the fantasy, 
providing the reader with an acclamation of the character that the experi-
ence with the marvellous (Wonderland) is, in fact, an uncanny event of 
dreaming about it, an observation visible in the following quote by Rab-
kin: “Carroll, by providing Alice with an ordinary experience, makes his 
narrative even more fantastic, for this ordinary experience functions as 
a reversal of the ground rules then operating, and it surprises both Alice 
and the reader” (21). The second condition, therefore, is present in Car-
roll’s books, since Alice indeed does experience a specific hesitation when 
it comes to perceiving reality around her. The third condition, however, 
may seem problematic, since Alice becomes linked with the uncanny ex-
planation of the events. 

However, Todorov makes another claim: “The uncanny realizes, as we 
see, only one of the conditions of the fantastic: the description of certain 
reactions, especially of fear. It is uniquely linked to the sentiments of 
the characters and not to a material event defying reason” (47). In other 

The fantastic requires the fulfilment of three conditions. First, the text 
must oblige the reader to consider the world of the characters as world 
of living persons and to hesitate between a natural and a supernatural 
explanation of the events described. Second, this hesitation may also be 
experienced by a character; thus the reader’s role is so to speak entrusted 
to a character, and at the same time the hesitation is represented, it be-
comes one of the themes of the work—in the case of naive reading, the 
actual reader identifies himself with the character. Third the reader must 
adopt a certain attitude with regard to the text: he will reject allegorical as 
well as ‘poetic’ interpretations. (33)

Todorov, Tzvetan 
The Fantastic: A 

Structural Approach 
to a Literary Genre 

New York, 1973.
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words, the perception of the fantastic is possible in an uncanny explana-
tion of the event, but only in the perception of the character herself, in 
this case, Alice.

Therefore, Carroll’s Alice can be positioned in the “fantastic-uncanny 
[genre]. In this sub-genre events that seem supernatural throughout a 
story receive a rational explanation at its end” (Todorov 44).

Alice: Madness Returns
Because this work is a video game, it is difficult to say that it offers a defi-
nite conclusion about the way the plot develops and presents itself to the 
reader, i.e. the player. By making the game linear, the developers could 
place a greater focus on the elements from Carroll’s work more approach-
able and recognizable to the player. 

The main point about linear games is that they often present them-
selves more easily to the reader, in this case a player, where the game 
designer manages to send out the message by forcing the player to play 
by the designer’s rules. The so-called “railroad” approach bars the play-
ers from being free to do as they please, but instead allows them to fully 
explore the messages hidden behind the pixels, codes and scripts that run 
the final product. The opposite of this is the “sandbox” approach, where 
the designer usually designs an open world for the players to explore, in 
most cases with an almost unlimited amount of freedom. The flaw of this 
approach, however, is the great possibility that the players can miss out 
on the content placed by the designer, due to the content itself. The ex-
traction of the same is controlled directly by the player, not by the game. 

If one is to compare Carroll’s novels and the video game, it is possible 
to appropriate Todorov’s structural approach to both works as belonging 
to the genre of fantastic-uncanny, since it is possible to rationally explain 
all the events provided in them. Ironically enough, the same Wonderland 
placed Alice in an asylum, with the game beginning with her adult age in-
stead of her childhood. From the perspective of the protagonist, Alice: Mad-
ness Returns can be also placed within the frame of the fantastic-uncanny.
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On the other hand, Todorov makes a claim that “at the story’s end, the reader 
makes a decision even if the character does not; he opts for one solution or the 
other, and thereby emerges from the fantastic. If he decides that the laws of 
reality remain intact and permit an explanation of the phenomena described, 
we say that the work belongs to another genre: the uncanny” (41). 

The game often offers the player an opportunity that confirms the 
aforementioned. The game has an autodiegetic narrative, unlike in Car-
roll’s books where the narrator is heterodiegetic. However, the game 
breaks the fourth wall in a way by placing the control of the character in 
the hands of the player, at the same time being narrated by Alice’s eerie 
voice. This is where Todorov comes into play—where he at one point 
notes that it is up on the reader to decide whether something is uncanny, 
the player in the video game has the same option left at his/her disposal 
at the end of the game.

The Postmodern in Alice: Madness Returns
Once it has been established that both works are built on the foundation 
of the same genre according to Todorov’s structural approach, a further 
analysis of the ways in which the postmodern elements are used in the 
works is possible. In order to enhance this connection between the works, 
this paper provides an insight into the postmodern by Linda Hutcheon 
and Francois Lyotard. In regard to postmodern approach to a work, 
Hutcheon writes:

Postmodernism clearly attempts to combat what has come to be seen as 
modernism’s potential for hermetic, élitist isolationism that separated art 
from the world, literature from history. But it often does so by using the 
very techniques of modernist aestheticism against themselves. The au-
tonomy of art is carefully maintained: metafictional self-reflexivity even 
underlines it. But through seemingly introverted intertextuality, another 
dimension is added by the use of the ironic inversions of parody: art’s 
critical relation to the ‘world’ of discourse—and through that to society 
and politics. [emphasis mine] (140)

Hutcheon, Linda 
A Poetics of Post-

modernism: History, 
Theory, Fiction
New York and 
London, 1988
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The two very prominent aspects of postmodernism that Hutcheon men-
tions, intertextuality and metafiction, are present in McGee’s video game. 
Lyotard also states that “a postmodern artist or writer is in the position of 
a philosopher: the text he writes, the work he produces are not in principle 
governed by preestablished rules, and they cannot be judged according to 
determining judgement, by applying familiar categories to the text or to 
the work” [emphasis mine] (81).

The game is highly intertextual, not just because of the motifs and 
imagery from Carroll’s books, but because of the way the story of the 
game develops. In the video game Alice needs to collect the pastiche of 
her memories while exploring the ravaged Wonderland in order to fi-
nally cope with her own dementia. The dementia is the least of her prob-
lems—the inner turmoil the heroine goes through is realized through the 
concept of rage the game has, where the character has increased potential 
of hurting numerous enemies found in the game, as well as increasing 
physical prowess and dexterity. 

In addition to that, the hysteria mechanism serves the similar purpose, 
but with more prominent visual outcome and effects, often grotesque and 
surreal, such as blood dripping from eyes and hands turning into shape-
twisted talons. 

When it comes to the definition of intertext, Hutcheon mentions the 
element of parody, saying that it “is the ironic mode of intertextuality 
that enables such revisitations of the past” (225). Parody as such is pre-
sent in both the contemporary works this paper analyzes, be it through 
direct intertextual references and appropriations of Carroll’s work, or by 
implementing historical metafiction. Regarding metafiction, Hutcheons 
elaborates on this more thoroughly by saying that “historiographic meta-
fiction, like postmodernist architecture and painting, is overtly and reso-
lutely historical—though, admittedly, in an ironic and problematic way 
that acknowledges that history is not the transparent record of any sure 
‘truth’” (129).

The definition of truth and validity is problematic in Carroll’s work 
itself, since Carroll bases his work on the theory of nonsense. As post-
modern work presents intertextual references often through the form of 
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pastiche and patchwork, there is a visible connection to the way in Mc-
Gee appropriates these principles in creating his work. Lecercle makes a 
great observation: “The text of nonsense is a patchwork - the pieces are 
of various origin, different materials, variegated colour. They are not only 
literary pieces, odds and ends of forgotten genres, borrowed bits extorted 
through parody—they are also echoes of the various discourses that made 
up Victorian culture” (195). 

Victorian England is the historical referential point in McGee’s Alice: 
Madness Returns. The use of nonsense language is present in the game, 
providing re-interpretations with regard to historical references, espe-
cially when it comes to elaborating upon the explanation of the outcome 
of the game itself—where Wonderland merges with the 19th century Lon-
don, becoming the so-called Londerland.

Intertext and Metafiction in Alice: Madness Returns
Analyzing a video game often requires the game itself to be adaptable 
to universal interpretation, since most video games incorporate player’s 
own decisions into the outcome of the story contained within it. Alice: 
Madness Returns, however, has a rather linear approach. The player can-
not change the outcome much, and since the game is an arcade adventure, 
there is no need to, either. The basic concept of the game is to follow the 
story about Alice Liddell’s history and mental illness which caused the 
appearance of Wonderland. The player may opt to explore additional 
areas inside the game, but the conclusion and the main storyline remain 
the same. 

The game itself is a psychological horror in its own regard, as well a 
direct continuation of its prequel called American McGee’s Alice, which is, 
in fact, a continuation of Carroll’s books. In an alternative history pro-
posed by McGee, a fire catches on the house of the Liddell’s, killing eve-
ryone and leaving Alice as the sole survivor. This, naturally brings Alice 
into a state of catatonia, and eventually—complete madness. Instead of 
making an alternative version of the narrative itself, McGee opted for the 
sequel of Alice Liddell’s life, with a grotesque twist: “In any case, the Alice 
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in the games is meant to be a direct link to the Alice in the books—except 
in the sense (obviously) her parents were killed in a fire. Thus, we created 
an ‘alternate reality’ Alice” (McGee).
Interestingly enough, the whole experience contained within the game 
can be summed up in the following quote by Rackin: “Merely to list the 
reverses Alice encounters in Wonderland is to survey at a glance an al-
most total destruction of the fabric of our so-called logical, orderly and 
coherent approach to the world. Practically all pattern, save the consist-
ency of chaos, is annihilated” (317).  Alice: Madness Returns offers the same 
chaos and incoherence as experienced by Alice in Carroll’s books. The 
amount of nonsensical language and incomprehensive dialogues by the 
characters stay faithful to the original, while at the same time presenting 
an alternative and dark re-interpretation. 
Madness, as it has been mentioned, is clearly the main topic of the game, 
and Carroll himself incorporated a significant number of nonsense theo-
ries and madness into Alice books as well. Greenacre writes: 

In brief, Alice goes through a series of bodily changes, always induced 
by eating or drinking something, except in the last instance, where her 
change in form is due to the fan (nosegay of flowers in the first version) 
which she picks up and holds after it has been dropped by the Rabbit . . . 
She has feelings of alienation both from her body and from her mind, 
believes that she may have become somebody else, and tests her identity 
with problems in arithmetic, trials of her memory, and school lessons 
to see if she still knows the things she has learned, as she has repeatedly 
found herself saying nonsense. (115)

Alice: Madness Returns is filled with the same abundance of changes, be it 
physical or mental. The game challenges the player with regard to making 
the protagonist mad which in terms of the game makes Alice often enter 
the state of previously mentioned hysteria, a mechanism that enables her, 
if she has suffered a significant amount of damage, to have an increased 
amount of power whilst in Wonderland at the cost of limited controls.
The game begins with a psychotherapeutic session, where the game devel-

Greenacre, Phyllis 
The Character of 

Dodgson as Revealed 
in the Writings 

of Carroll 
New York, 2006.
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The character herself (and the player, naturally) goes through a series of 
mental challenges, resulting in a grim ending: Alice defeats Bumby by 
pushing him under the train. Then walks out into a new world full of 
hope and imagination. Suffice to say she’s in a better place. Not in the 
asylum and not otherwise in pain, troubled or tortured. As I’ve said in 
several interviews online, the ending of the game means that Alice has 
mastered the physical world (the real-world threat from Bumby). And in 
the first game she mastered the psychological (using her mind to free her-
self from the asylum). Put those two things together and she’s quite super-
hero like. It’s a common device in hero’s journey type tales. (american)

opers made a reference to Dodgson in the form of White Rabbit, drink-
ing tea with Alice while sailing on the river. The rabbit goes mad, which 
incites a gory, violent scene of Alice’s now corrupted Wonderland, only 
to present the player with the actual, uncanny event—a mere psycho-
therapeutic session, where Alice is getting treated for the past traumas 
by Dr. Bumby.

The character experiences personal transformations, as explained  
by McGee: 

To put it differently, the game does not offer an ending that concludes 
the problem present in the first place—it plays with the whole concept of 
the experience that Alice, as well as the player, goes through—being, in 
fact, an illusion. The ending scene where London turns into Londerland, 
accompanied by all glimpses of madness, while Alice is in the real-world 
Victorian England makes the player doubt whether any action by Alice 
was real, and whether there is no Wonderland or London at all. The fact 
that the fourth wall is so often broken during the gameplay with occur-
rences similar to this one, and the fact that the player knows the game is 
fictional—makes the game postmodern, in its own regard. 

What the game never resolves, however, is the determination of the 
point where Alice’s reality actually resides. She travels to and fro Won-
derland, experiencing real problems in London. However, she truly feels 
and knows Wonderland, depicting it as real, whereas, in fact, it clearly 

American 
McGee Forum
What was the 

final fate of Alice in 
Madness Returns? 

Oct 17, 2011.
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is not, while on the other hand, the visions and hallucinations occur in 
London, where they are supposed to be non-present in entirety. The game 
experience is a turbulent one, playing with the concept of innocence and 
child-like motifs, only to be grotesquely twisted and desecrated with gore, 
madness, hysteria and dementia. 

Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to provide a brief analysis of a contemporary 
work, in this case a video game adaptation whose main developer was 
American McGee, called Alice: Madness Returns. 

The first part of the paper deals with the structural approach to the 
genre of the fantastic present in the works of two different authors. Car-
roll’s Alice books remain in the sphere of the fantastic, with possible un-
canny representations, they belong to the genre of the fantastic-uncanny. 
Alice: Madness Returns shares the same genre, due to the similarities and 
traits that resemble Carroll’s work. This paper argues that the video game 
is postmodern primarily on the basis of sharing the same type of genre.

The second part of the paper deals with postmodern elements and 
aspects found in the video game. The paper provides a short summary of 
the two main elements found in the game, notably the use of intertextual-
ity and historical metafiction. 

American McGee’s development of Alice: Madness Returns plays with 
the concept of reality and madness, where the basic premise of the game 
is to provide the player with a world of a troubled individual going mad, 
succumbing to hysteria and catatonia. The game often breaks the fourth 
wall and challenges the player to question the reality of the protagonist’s 
actions. The intertextual cohesion with the original works stays true to 
the original, but McGee re-interprets it, giving it a twist and a turn, 
which results in a rather serious attempt to turn the innocent reading of 
19th century child novel into a turbulent 21st century masterpiece arcade. 
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In the past decade the surge of capital markets has dominated discourse 
and shaped global consciousness. Multinational corporations have come 
to seem more vital and influential than governments. The dramatic climb 
of the Dow and the speed of the internet summoned us all to live perma-
nently in the future, in the utopian glow of cyber-capital, because there is 
no memory there and this is where markets are uncontrolled and invest-
ment potential has no limit.

All this changed on September 11. (“Ruins”)

his is the opening paragraph of Don DeLillo’s post-9/11 essay pub-
lished in Harper’s Magazine only three months after the attacks. 
The essay opens in a way that seemingly has nothing to do with the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. However, it introduces the context of 
capital markets, global corporations, modern technologies, and the limitless 
potential of the future as the central direction of all activity as a determining 
factor of the attacks. Even before the actual occurrence of the horrible 9/11 at-
tacks, DeLillo wrote on the subject of terrorism and his novels are often seen 
as “prophetic” by the critics, thanks to his “consistent forebodings about the 
rise of ‘anti-Western’ movements in the Middle East . . . said to have antici-
pated 9/11” (Borhan and Pirnajmuddin 14).

The two DeLillo’s texts which have as their explicit subject the 9/11 at-
tacks are the aforementioned essay “In the Ruins of the Future” and the 
novel Falling Man. While the two works reflect on a multitude of aspects 
and explore the wider context of the terrorist attacks, I will focus on the 
notions of capitalism, globalization and technology on the American scene 
that, according to DeLillo, “drew [the] fury” of the terrorists (“Ruins”). As 
Rowe explains, the usa are those that “created their own antagonists,” as the 
archetypal “first-world, hypercapitalist [nation]” (196).

Both the essay and the novel explore the reasons behind the attack in a 
wider, global context. DeLillo sees the global dominance of America as the 
main motivation for the terrorists’ intention to destroy it. While some crit-
ics identify the fury of the terrorists as the fury towards the Western world, 
in his essay, DeLillo explicitly states that it is America itself that became 
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the target of the hatred from, not only Islamic fundamentalists, but also the 
rest of the world:

The primary target of the men who attacked the Pentagon and the World 
Trade Centre was not the global economy. It was America that drew their 
fury. It was the high gloss of our modernity. It was the thrust of our tech-
nology. It was our perceived godlessness. It was the blunt force of our for-
eign policy. It was the power of American culture to penetrate every wall, 
home, life and mind. (“Ruins”)

While it is all the modern phenomena of the capitalist world that infuri-
ate the Islamic fundamentalists (the global economy, the modernity, the 
technology, the godlessness etc.), these are all features that permeate every 
sphere of the Western world. However, it is America that most insists on 
displaying, even ‘showing off’ its primacy and dominance in all of these as-
pects. It is the arrogance of the USA that infuriates the terrorists. The USA 
alone are identified with the notion of transnational capitalism, which is 
‘named’ and ‘targeted’ “America” (Rowe 191) and the World Trade Center 
as “a symbol of modernist dehumanization” (Rowe 205).

DeLillo introduces the character of Martin Rindour/Ernst Hechinger 
with the purpose of having a European character, who would be deeply 
familiar with American culture and society, and therefore able to criticize 
and analyze the American position in the world, thus trying to rationalize, 
at least to a certain extent, the motivation of the attackers. The character 
of Martin Rindour can therefore provide a critical view of American ar-
rogance in showing off their supremacy, specifically on the example of the 
Twin Towers:

But that’s why you built the towers, isn’t it? Weren’t the towers built as fan-
tasies of wealth and power that would one day become fantasies of destruc-
tion? You build a thing like that so you can see it come down. The provoca-
tion is obvious. What other reason would there be to go so high and then 
to double it, do it twice? It’s a fantasy, so why not do it twice? You’re saying, 
Here it is, bring it down. (Falling Man 116)
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Even in this paragraph the reader can sense, to an extent, a slightly irritated 
tone when commenting on the towers, as if trying to justify the terror-
ists by showing his own, European, annoyance with America’s arrogance 
in building such a thing, for the Islamic fundamentalists are not the only 
ones who have a problem with America. As Jean Baudrillard explains in 
his essay on the 9/11 terrorist attacks: “The fact that we have dreamt of this 
event, that everyone without exception has dreamt of it—because no one 
can avoid dreaming of any power that has become hegemonic to this de-
gree—is unacceptable to the Western moral conscience” (5).

Beside it being unacceptable to the Western world, the main reason why 
the Europeans are not the ones to have reacted in such a terrible fashion 
to the American display of power is partly because they, too, are part of the 
globalized world of the free market and advanced technology—they get to 
participate in all the ‘good’ things of modernity that America represents. 
The terrorists, however, feel excluded and, even worse, they feel as if these 
global trends have taken something away from them—their own history 
and culture. When describing the atmosphere in the rooms where the ter-
rorists are preparing for the attacks, DeLillo presents the following line of 
thinking: “There was the feeling of lost history. They were too long in isola-
tion. This is what they talked about, being crowded out by other cultures, 
other futures, the all-enfolding will of capital markets and foreign policies” 
(Falling Man 80).

They feel that their own way of existence is threatened by the Western 
way of life—and this life is nothing but a disease of corruption and god-
lessness—something that the world must be rid of: “. . . in these rooms they 
spoke about struggle. Everything here was twisted, hypocrite, the West cor-
rupt of mind and body, determined to shiver Islam down to bread crumbs 
for birds” (Falling Man 79). Martin states explicitly that “this world, this 
society” is seen by the terrorists as the disease that is spreading and corrupt-
ing the whole world (46). And such a disease has to be destroyed. Finally, 
they found the way to hurt the system and to make themselves “equal to the 
overwhelming world surrounding [them]” by “introducing conspiracy and 
chaos into the world” (Cumming).
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Furthermore, we have to take into account the fact that what may be con-
sidered ‘good’ and ‘progressive’ by the Western world, namely America, 
may be understood as exactly the opposite by other cultures. Not all of the 
world wants to participate in the global processes of financialization, tech-
nologization, commodification etc. ‘Others’ appreciate a different set of val-
ues and ways of life. In effect, the fact that America imposes its own politi-
cal and economic phenomena globally, is not perceived as something good, 
but rather as something that endangers a culture the ‘advanced’ Western 
world does not understand: “For all those who may want what we’ve got, 
there are all those who do not. These are the men who have fashioned a 
morality of destruction. They want what they used to have before the waves 
of western influence” (“Ruins”). They “see something innately destructive 
in the nature of technology,” and it is that which “brings death to their 
customs and beliefs” (“Ruins”).

The idea behind the attacks was to stop all of these processes—corrup-
tion, commodification, technological advance, godlessness etc. They do this 
by infiltrating the system. The best way they could destroy it most success-
fully was with its own weapons: “DeLillo pays particular attention to the 
West’s capitalist globalization as being responsible for turning people into 
passive consumerists of commodified realities, hence providing the Oth-
ers with modern technologies which they appropriate and employ in their 
‘vengeful’ attack upon ‘us’” (Borhan and Pirnajmuddin 17).

The terrorists infiltrated the system, they became ‘one of them’—they 
learned to take advantage of the technology, dress like Americans, to use 
everything America can offer them—against America. But with one dif-
ference—they add to all that the one weapon that America has no defense 
against—themselves: “One side has the capital, the labor, the technology, 
the armies, the agencies, the cities, the laws, the police and the prisons. 
The other side has a few men willing to die” (46-7); “we are willing to die, 
they are not. This is our strength” (Falling Man 178). The same theme is 
reflected in the essay: “We are rich, privileged and strong, but they are will-
ing to die. This is the edge they have . . . “ (“Ruins”). The usa are not ready 
to fight a weapon that is so unconceivable to them. As Jamieson notes: “If 
we respond (which we did) with traditional displays of power and force, 
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then we are bound to lose because the enemy fights on a symbolic level that 
uses death itself as a weapon” (12). The narratives that DeLillo discusses in 
his essay are, indeed, opposing. While the Western “narrative format has 
a logical plot . . . the terrorist pursues an ‘apocalypse’” (Abel 1242). To the 
American comfortable narrative of dominance and power, the terrorists 
respond with an apocalyptic counter-narrative, which finds America baf-
fled and unprepared.

Further in the essay, DeLillo reflects on another edge the terrorists have 
in this show-off of power and destruction: “The terrorist, planted in a Flor-
ida town, pushing his supermarket trolley, nodding to his neighbor, lives 
in a far narrower format. This is his edge, his strength. Plots reduce the 
world. He builds a plot around his anger and our indifference” (“Ruins”). 
This is a comment on another topic explored in the novel, as well as in the 
essay, and that is the American indifference. The us society seems blind 
to anything that is not directly part of it. The hatred and the deadliness 
take the form of a baseball-cap-wearing, supermarket-trolley-pushing shy 
neighbor from the suburbs, unnoticed by the system because of the indif-
ference that is the necessary by-product of self-centrism. Baudrillard com-
ments that “they have even—and this is the height of cunning—used the 
banality of American everyday life as cover and camouflage. Sleeping in 
their suburbs, reading and studying with their families, before activating 
themselves suddenly like time bombs” (19-20), unleashing, “thanks to the 
absolute weapon of death, enhanced by technological efficiency . . . a global 
catastrophic process” (8).

Americans do not see that anything could endanger their dominance or 
the safety of their comfortable position as the world’s technological, eco-
nomic and political leader. America does not notice the ‘Other’, it does not 
acknowledge them until it is too late. Hammad, one of the terrorists in Fall-
ing Man, depicts his own vision of the American world: “These people jog-
ging in the park, world domination. These old men who sit in beach chairs, 
veined white bodies and baseball caps, they control our world. He wonders 
if they think of this, ever. He wonders if they see him standing here, clean-
shaven, in tennis sneakers” (173). They do not, as DeLillo points out time 
and again. The way he presents the logic of the attacks involves the idea of 
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the terrorists making themselves known, getting their voices heard, their 
existence acknowledged in a world where America either ignores or gradu-
ally destroys it. America does not want to know them until it is too late: 
“First they kill you, then you try to understand them. Maybe, eventually, 
you’ll learn their names. But they have to kill you first” (Falling Man 113). 
These sentences demonstrate that the attacks were not only a blow to the 
American economy, capital, technology, infrastructure etc., but also to its 
egocentrism. America has to realize that it cannot be the only center of the 
world without acknowledging the existence of any other form of culture.

The question remains—what has 9/11 changed? Has it had any influ-
ence on the supremacy of America and its need to exhibit it? On that day, 
the event stopped not only the usa, but the whole world. The power games 
ceased struck by the immensity of the attacks: “The whole play of history 
and power is disrupted by this event” (Baudrillard 4). It was a sort of a 
cardiac arrest for the American economy, politics and society. It stopped 
its ‘heart’ for a day. At the end of that day, George W. Bush promised to 
get everything back into function by the next day. And then, the recovery 
began. The long and exhausting process of finding the difficult road back 
to normality and functionality. But nobody will forget 9/11. Americans will 
have a permanent scar inscribed by a group of 19 men. The following two 
paragraphs from DeLillo’s essay demonstrate the change:

The World Trade towers were not only an emblem of advanced technology 
but a justification, in a sense, for technology’s irresistible will to realize in 
solid form whatever becomes theoretically allowable. Once defined, every 
limit must be reached. The tactful sheathing of the towers was intended 
to reduce the direct threat of such straight-edge enormity, a giantism that 
eased over the years into something a little more familiar and comfortable, 
even dependable in a way.
Now a small group of men have literally altered our skyline. We have fallen 
back in time and space. It is their technology that marks our moments, 
the small, lethal devices, the remote-control detonators they fashion out of 
radios, or the larger technology they borrow from us, passenger jets that 
become manned missiles. (“Ruins”)
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These two successive paragraphs have juxtaposing themes: they show the 
contrast of before and after, of American determination to flaunt its tech-
nological invincibility and the terrorists’ will to destroy it with ‘primitive’ 
means. America is determined to show that there is no limit to its techno-
logical power, that it can build the impossible—and feel comfortable in it. 
The Twin Towers were their own Tower of Babel, reaching invincibly for 
the sky, demonstrating that they can reach the level of God himself, that 
they are the God of this world. And as in the Bible, it was in the name of 
God that they were destroyed1. The arrogant Americans have gone over the 
limits, trying to play God, but somehow, as DeLillo hints, they grew com-
fortable with the idea that there was no limit. There was no doubt or fear 
in accepting those towers. It was only with the attacks that doubt and fear 
were brought into the American mindset—the attacks finally implanted 
the idea that there are limits that cannot be crossed.

While America was planning the future, the terrorists wanted to “bring 
back the past” (“Ruins”). DeLillo often returns to the juxtaposition of the 
past and the future in the context of the 9/11 attacks. He sees them as “two 
forces in the world, past and future” (“Ruins”), the former represented by 
the Islamic fundamentalists, and the latter by the usa. Joseph M. Conte 
sees the attacks as just another form of the fight for dominance and a “new 
global order” between “global capitalism and the Islamist theocracy” or, 
in different words, “the technological future and the fundamentalist past” 
(184). The terrorists managed to erase the whole dream of an American-
invented future with one strike, proving that their ‘ways of the past’, their 
means of destruction identified with “the medieval expedience, . . . the old 
slow furies of cut-throat religion” (“Ruins”), can overtake the technologi-
cal superpower that is America. Polk points out that “to write an article 
about the ‘ruins of the future’ is to write an obituary for the teleology of 
this dream” (35). The attacks have turned the whole nation around to look 
back on the past instead of forward, towards the big bright future. A few 
men have reversed the process of the “capitalism’s determined progress 
forward” represented in the image of the towers (Jamieson 28). The Ameri-
can culture is no longer one that “gleefully celebrat[es] the possibility of the 
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future,” but it has turned into one whose main preoccupation is “mourning 
the wounds of the past,” at least for a certain period of time (Polk 35).

DeLillo puts best the way America sees itself in the global context, as a 
‘miracle’ of this world:

Technology is our fate, our truth. It is what we mean when we call ourselves 
the only superpower on the planet. The materials and methods we devise 
make it possible for us to claim our future. We don’t have to depend on 
God or the prophets or other astonishments. We are the astonishment. 
The miracle is what we ourselves produce, the systems and networks that 
change the way we live and think. (“Ruins”)

Words such as “superpower” and “astonishment” demonstrate the narcis-
sism of America. But there’s more to it here—it is the idea that Ameri-
cans “don’t have to depend on God or prophets”—they consider them-
selves the only miracle they need, thus making themselves equal to God. 
This is what infuriates the Islamic fundamentalists. And therefore, they 
go back to, what DeLillo calls, primitive means, to destroy the world’s 
technological superpower: “But whatever great skeins of technology lie 
ahead, ever more complex, connective, precise, micro-fractional, the fu-
ture has yielded, for now, to medieval expedience, to the old slow furies of 
cut-throat religion” (“Ruins”).

As far as technology is a concerned as a subject of both the book and 
the essay, an important aspect of it is the media coverage of the event. The 
media were used both by the terrorist, the government, and by the titular 
artist of DeLillo’s novel. As was previously mentioned, the terrorists used 
the highest technology to carry out their attack, but as a part of it, they also 
used the media technology to make sure their message got carried across: 
“Among other weapons of the system which they turned round against 
it, the terrorists exploited the ‘real time’ of images, their instantaneous 
worldwide transmission, just as they exploited stock-market speculation, 
electronic information and air traffic” (Baudrillard 27). It is a well-known 
fact that the attacks were planned in order to get the best possible media cov-
erage of the event, and this is exactly what happened on September 11—the 
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event swallowed up the whole media content in America, but also wider. The 
whole world was seeing and hearing about “the most visually documented 
event in human history” (Mudge qtd. in Jamieson 37). In DeLillo’s words: 
“The events of September 11 were covered unstintingly. There was no confu-
sion of roles on tv. The raw event was one thing, the coverage another. The 
event dominated the medium. It was bright and totalizing and some of us 
said it was unreal” (“Ruins”). The destructive primitive power of the Islamic 
fundamentalist that brought America down on its knees was spectacularly 
presented to the whole world—no one could have missed the message. It was 
a spectacle of terror.

In the novel, the artist, the Falling Man, enacts the scene of a man fall-
ing from one of the towers captured on the famous photograph taken by 
the photographer Richard Drew. In one of his performances, he decides to 
also enact the coverage of the event, as happened on a much larger scale 
in the real situation. He, too, uses technology to spread the terrifying effect 
of his performance. While enacting the fatal fall by throwing himself of a 
rail platform in the center of the city, he plans to do it not for the audience 
gathering in the streets below him, but rather for those people on the train, 
talking on their phones, who would not see the safety harness or any of 
his preparation for the jump. They would see a man throwing himself into 
death, and would immediately spread the word. The terrorists, too, were 
counting on the same technology to get their message through—mainly on 
television and by cellphones. People inside and close to the towers are often 
introduced by DeLillo as holding phones, calling someone, updating their 
loved ones etc. In fact, while he starts his essay in a very objective and es-
sayistic tone, he even introduces himself in the story, and it is done through 
a cellphone—he, too, calls his nephew who is part of the narrative.

Finally, the question of the effect—the change in the American con-
sciousness as a result of the attacks should be addressed. Already in the 
introductory sentences of the Falling Man, while describing the immedi-
ate situation on the streets after the attacks, DeLillo says: “This was the 
world now” (3). This sentence clearly makes a difference between before 
and after, the world is changed. An event as immense as this one has to 
leave a permanent mark on the ideological standpoints of the American 
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society: “This catastrophic event changes the way we think and act, mo-
ment to moment, week to week, for unknown weeks and months to come, 
and steely years” (“Ruins”). Perhaps the terrorist did manage, after all, to 
bring into the American world a sense of humility—the understanding 
that they, too, are not untouchable and can be hurt , or, to put it differently, 
that they are not God-like. It is Martin, again, that in the novel explains the 
attacks: “They strike a blow to this country’s dominance. They achieve this, 
to show how a great power can be vulnerable. A power that interferes, that 
occupies” (46). This is what they succeeded in—shattering the American 
idea of being the supreme country that can control the world and striking 
a hard blow to the concept of “American Exceptionalism”, finally “attacked 
and shown to be vulnerable” (Polk 4). 9/11 may not have stopped American 
financial, technological or political progression, but it will forever remain 
a reminder that they are not untouchable, a reminder that no one can for-
get. As pointed out in the novel by, again, the European character Martin 
Rindour, the attack’s final result is the increase of “American irrelevance” 
and a decline of its power (Cvek 7).

The message was sent and it will take a long time (if ever), for them 
again to feel secure and comfortable in displaying so flauntingly their 
supremacy over the ‘Others’. DeLillo claims that Americans are now left 
“haunted in a way by what has happened, less assured in their authority, 
in the prerogatives they offer” (“Ruins”). An example from the novel is the 
idea that the first plane “still looks like an accident”, but the second one, “by 
the time the second plane appears . . . we’re all a little older and wiser” (135), 
suggesting that they have, indeed, learned something from the attacks. The 
general atmosphere before the first attack is one of invincibility and safety, 
comfortable supremacy; however, all that changes after the first plane—it 
does not take a long time for America to realize what the attacks were 
all about. So, when the second plane crashes into the tower, the mighty 
America is already scared and humbled, knowing it cannot be an accident 
that the highest symbol of its dominance is falling apart and taking away 
a huge part of its invaluable city and people. The promise of limitless pro-
gress and power is finally broken: “the photograph [of a falling man] not 
only records the image of a (soon to be) dead man but also the image of a 
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broken promise. There is no doubt that America changed on September 
11th, 2001. The guarantee of symbolic immortality was shown to be a hollow 
and solely symbolic promise” (Polk 51). Polk even goes so far as to name the 
falling man a “eulogy for American Exceptionalism” (52).

DeLillo’s post-9/11 fiction has been criticized for his putting the nation-
al grief “in the air as a cultural atmospheric without giving us anything 
to mourn” (Junod 2). However, DeLillo’s intention is not that of evoking 
an emotional response such as grief—he is rather a cultural critic of the 
American society, and is here to teach us a lesson. He establishes a “coun-
ter-narrative” that should teach us how to see things differently. This idea, 
I believe, is in a way reflected, in a sort of a ‘DeLillesque’ way, in the words 
of a child, Justin, who tries to explain to his mother that the Sun is not 
up there, but rather out there. These words could be read in the context of 
a novel that keeps returning to the subject of different perspectives and 
invisibility in a multicultural society, as DeLillo’s message to the American 
nation to embrace a perspective that would have the world, rather than the 
USA, in its center.

1 The idea of the Twin Towers as the Tower of Babylon is explored by James Berger in his article “Fall-
ing Towers and Postmodern Wild Children: Oliver Sacks, Don DeLillo and Turns against Language”
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Introduction
rban Dictionary is a Web-based dictionary that contains more 
than seven million definitions as of 2 March 2013. Submissions 
are regulated by volunteer editors and rated by site visitors” 

(Wikipedia, “Urban Dictionary”). Citing Wikipedia’s succinct definition 
seems appropriate, as both websites share a similar format—the content 
is user-generated, mildly moderated and can thus be dismissed as unreli-
able. However, while Wikipedia’s credibility can be questioned, at least 
semi-legitimately, given that it often contains supposedly objective infor-
mation on very specific subjects that most of its contributors are prob-
ably not experts on, Urban Dictionary’s credibility does not need to be 
questioned, as that would undermine the whole point of its existence. 
“Because it’s written by normal people, [it] is an opinionated, honest and 
sometimes raunchy catalogue of the world” (Peckham, 2007), which does 
not look to present the one and only truth; what matters is what its users 
think is true, and multiple such truths are allowed. It is not an authorita-
tive guide, but is subjective and descriptive, and by its very nature unable 
to be anything else.

With that in mind, in order to start off this paper’s attempt to scratch 
the surface in presenting what Urban Dictionary is all about, it would not 
go amiss to take a look at how Urban Dictionary defines itself—the top 
four definitions of Urban Dictionary are as follows:

(1) A place formerly used to find out about slang, and now a place 
that teens with no life use as a burn book to whine about celebri-
ties, their friends, etc., let out their sexual frustrations, show off 
their racist/sexist/homophobic/anti-(insert religion here) opin-
ions, troll, and babble about things they know nothing about.

(2) A site where users attempt to mock and explain everyone and 
thing in life, under the guise of cynical quasi-intellectualism. It 
should be both noted and ignored, embraced and dismissed, 
laughed at and revered.

  All examples are taken from 
urbandictionary.com; though 

the content is often littered with 
incorrect spelling, ungrammatical 
structures and similar errors, this 

is in itself an important aspect 
of the website and a reflection 

of the free-spirited approach the 
website and the users propagate, 

so no mistakes were corrected.

F IL IP  KLUBIČKA

Urban Dictionary, the Dictionary 
for Everyone, by Everyone
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As is apparent from these entries, Urban Dictionary is not just a sim-
ple web-dictionary; it is an internet phenomenon. Whether a positive or 
negative one is a question even its users seem to struggle with, but this is 
ultimately irrelevant. And as some of these definitions point out, it was 
not always like this.

From Conception to the Present
The initial idea behind Urban Dictionary was not quite what it has be-
come since its conception. Aaron Peckham started the website in 1999, 
whilst a freshman in college, and intended it as a parody of dictionary.com, 
feeling it was being too serious and wanting to give regular people the 
power to write their own dictionary (Heaton) and define the more col-
loquial, vernacular lexical items they use on a daily basis, but that are not 
officially recognized or regarded as standard. One of the first definitions 
on the site was that of “the man”, defined as “the faces of ‘the establish-
ment’ put in place to ‘bring us down’” (Heffernan).

Since 1999, the site has exploded: on average, more than 2 million peo-
ple visit Urban Dictionary and an average of 2000 definitions are sub-
mitted every day. Its wide reach and potential usefulness are apparent 
in the fact that in 2011, Urban Dictionary was referenced in a District 
Court complaint to document the meaning of the vulgarism “murk” as 
used in a criminal threat (The Smoking Gun). As part of Urban Diction-
ary’s attempt to attract a wider audience and keep itself fresh and ap-
pealing, it has quite a strong social media presence, actively maintaining 
and posting popular definitions on its Facebook and Twitter pages, which 

(3) An online slang dictionary in which approximately 80% of all words 
and definitions are sexually related.

(4) Only the coolest semi-fake dictionary ever made... updated by random 
ppl who usually have a sick mind and quick wit. (“Urban Dictionary”)
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respectively boast 3,236,249 and 196,036 subscribers at the time of writ-
ing this paper. There is even a related website called Urban Dictionary 
tv, containing popular definitions accompanied by YouTube videos that 
demonstrate the meaning.

As for Urban Dictionary’s user demographic, 80% of users are young-
er than 25 years of age, and two thirds of them are located in the United 
States. A perhaps unexpected user base, but it is likely the reason for the 
shift from a dictionary of slang or cultural words or phrases not typically 
found in standard dictionaries to a dictionary very broadly and loosely 
defining any word or phrase. This is no wonder, as in such a project, the 
users are the ones who shape the content, so the website evolves and 
changes with its users, and is thus virtually never outdated.

Website Interface
The website has a pretty standard interface. There is a search bar at the 
top that instantly defines a specific word one might be looking for. In 
case one would just like to browse the dictionary, there is a toolbar which 
boasts several categories that can be further explored: Word of the Day (an 
archive of all the entries hitherto honoured with the title), Word of the 
Year, Favourites (allows browsing of other users’ favourite words), Dic-
tionary (allows alphabetical browsing of the whole of Urban Dictionary), 
Game (a platform allowing users to vote on whether pending submis-
sions should be accepted into the dictionary or not), Thesaurus (a search 
that finds synonyms, antonyms and related words of any kind; works 
surprisingly well), Names (a popular category on Urban Dictionary, a 
compilation of personal name definitions), Media (contains images and 
videos relating to definitions), Store (an online store that sells Urban Dic-
tionary merchandise, such as the official books, mugs and T-shirts with 
printed definitions), Add (an interface allowing users to submit an entry), 
Blog (the official website blog).

The main, middle part of the website shows a list of all the entries 
of a specific search, while the left margin of the page contains links to 
other possibly interesting entries, either by category, relatedness (see also), 
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trending entries or entries that are alphabetically adjacent to the one cur-
rently being viewed. Each entry includes two voting buttons, one repre-
senting an up-vote and one representing a down-vote. Next to each of 
them, the number of respective user votes is displayed. Additionally, each 
entry may be tagged with metadata to help connect similar or related 
words, and entries may contain hyperlinks to other entries so as to clar-
ify the entry further by explaining other possibly unknown words that 
are already defined in the dictionary. Though the latter two features are 
a must-have when it comes to digital(ized) dictionaries, it is still worth 
mentioning how much of an advantage they provide when compared to 
classic, printed dictionaries.  

When it comes to adding one’s own definition, it is a process as simple 
as filling out a couple of text boxes—one must specify the word/expression 
being defined, then provide the definition, accompanied by the instruc-
tions: “Write for a large audience. Lots of people will read this, so give some 
background information. Don’t name your friends. We’ll reject inside jokes 
and definitions naming non-celebrities” (Urban Dictionary). Further on, 
examples must be provided, as well as at least five tags (metadata) that can 
either be synonyms, antonyms, related words or misspellings. Finally, a lan-
guage the word is in should be chosen (Croatian is not on the list), along 
with a pseudonym the entry will be published under and an e-mail address 
to verify the person’s authenticity. After that, anything goes.

Peckham claims there is no censorship on Urban Dictionary (although 
entries are reviewed before submission is finalized, in practice only per-
sonal attacks and mundane entries are not put through), and given the 
amount of obscene entries this does seem to hold true, at least in that 
domain. In an interview, Peckham said that they often received e-mails 
from people asking to remove common offensive words and rejected the 
requests, saying that “removing an offensive word from Urban Diction-
ary doesn’t remove it from the world’s vocabulary—and when somebody 
uses that word in the real world, we want its definition to be available in 
Urban Dictionary” (Heaton).
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Content, Usage and Crowd Relationship
Since the definitions are written up by users, they manifest a very broad 
sense of the term, including not only literal definitions, but also descrip-
tions. As such, to define a word or phrase on Urban Dictionary does not 
necessarily entail providing a strict definition; merely a description of 
some aspect of the word or phrase could suffice for inclusion in the dic-
tionary. Lexical definitions of words are not the emphasis of the diction-
ary and are often rejected; for example, specific terms such as “lexicology” 
or “lexicography” may not always be defined in the dictionary, whereas 
broader terms, like “linguistic(s)” have several definitions, ranging from 
serious explicative definitions, to ironic, humorous or even insulting ones.

(1) Linguistics is the scientific study of language. Linguistics examines 
language through its structure and use. The fields of structure are Phonet-
ics & Phonology, Morphology, Syntax, Semantics, and Pragmatics which 
deal with sounds, words, sentences, meaning, and interaction respectively. 
Language use is studied as it interface with other fields such as sociol-
ogy, psychology, computer science, literature, anthropology, philosophy, 
or history. (“Linguistics”)

Quite an in-depth description that definitely does not fall under the 
category of a simple definition of the term. This is the top entry with 
the most positive votes and a score of 173.

(2) Linguistics is a field of study focusing on the structure of language. 
Completely captivating and impossibly satisfying. (“Linguistics”)

A concise definition flavoured with a touch of subjectivity. Positive score of 71.

(3) [A linguistic is]someone who gets a strange joy from correcting other 
peoples  spelling and grammatical errors on the Internet. Often Anal re-
tentive and can count their friends on one hand. Referring to a person of 
this nature as a Linguistic will drive them insane, as its not the correct use 
of the word. Also see Grammar Nazi. (“Linguistics”)

Filip KLUBIČKA
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(4) an adjective that’s relating to kind of languages, for example: Eminem 
use rash linguistics in his songs (“Linguistics”)

(5) useless piece of shit  
study of language 
linguistics sucks sucks sucks (“Linguistics”)

Either provocation, a frustrated user, or an attempt at sarcasm. Whatever 
the case may be, it is recognized by the voters as sub-par, and has a nega-
tive score of 9.

With a negative score of 37, this is deemed by voters as an unworthy entry, 
whether for its illiteracy or incorrectness.

The last entry returned by this search, with a whopping 229 negative points.
This example serves to illustrate another point - the fact that the con-

tent is user generated and voted on by those same users is a kind of dou-
ble edged sword. On one hand, when it comes to serious entries and the 
content being voted on, the “wisdom of the crowd” (Team Blur) can be 
relied on to yield the “most correct”, “best”, or rather, the most frequent 
and commonly accepted definitions, as the definitions voted most popu-
lar often fall under that category. And even if a definition is voted based 
on its comedic value, rather than “correctness” (a trait that might not 
always be transparent), this can still give insight into how the population 
perceives the expression or what it denotes—take the top two definitions 
of “Ohio”, for example:

(1) random weather patterns. making meteorology 
nearly imposible

(2) The 17th state of the United States -- in 1803. Con-
tains 13,000,000 people and its chief cities are Cleveland, 
Cincinnati, and the capital of Columbus . . . (“Ohio”)

  Though the examples were hand-picked, it 
proved near-impossible to completely avoid 

vulgarity, even in seemingly benign entries 
like this one. For the sake of illustrating the 

breadth and variety of entries, as well as 
to reflect the non-censorship policy of the 
website, such examples were not omitted.
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The first definition, containing what at first glance seems like irrelevant 
information, has the most votes, while the encyclopaedic, “more correct” 
definition is pushed lower, with fewer votes. But the fact that people voted 
more for that first definition shows what experience they have with living 
or being in that state and the general public’s perception of it, providing 
a different kind of information, one of public opinion, that is completely 
omitted from the second definition.

On the other hand, there is a flip side to user-generated content; name-
ly, that there is a myriad of not very serious or low quality entries, often 
vulgar and offensive, not even intelligent or witty, that, according to some 
(even critical Urban Dictionary users, exemplified in the definitions of 
“Urban Dictionary”) “pollutes” the site and brings down its standards. 
And it is not the words themselves that makes them inappropriate or de-
void of quality, as much as it is the unobjective and tasteless way they are 
defined in (which brings us back to the “linguistics” example’s 5th entry). 
However, as witnessed in that same example, if the crowd is of the right 
mindset, it can be relied on to filter out the nonsense from the useful. 

But the question remains, what is it all for? Well, the initial intended 
purpose was to provide a resource for learning new slang words, and 
this still holds true. Peckham himself is shocked at how “teachers, peo-
ple learning English as a second language, parents and, [as already men-
tioned], even judges and police investigators have found Urban Dic-
tionary useful” (Heaton). However, the scope has broadened and even 
Peckham himself states that there are countless entries existing only for 
entertainment purposes, entries that are not necessarily slang: 

You can easily find funny commentary on, for example, the neighbourhood 
you live in, the car you drive, or your favourite sport . . . The most popular 
words describe things that we all recognize—like ‘stealth abs’, when your 
ripped six-pack is covered by a thick layer of fat. Maybe giving a name to 
something we all recognize helps us feel like we have more in common. 

And this is akin to the “Ohio” example—stealth abs is, assumedly, not an 
actual expression used in everyday communication, and neither is the 

Filip KLUBIČKA
Urban Dictionary, the Dictionary 
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most popular definition of Ohio. But both of these things are there be-
cause people recognize them as something they have in common, some-
thing most people experience, what makes us human and binds us to-
gether. Just like “porb”:

(1) You meant to type in ‘porn’ on google but you made a typo and typed 
‘porb’ instead. You then saw the urban dictionary page which made you 
curious so you clicked on it. Now you are reading this. (“porb”)

Veiled in some autoironic humour and awareness of social habits and the 
(social) climate, such entries become witty commentary of the mundanity 
of people’s everyday lives. 

Interestingly, there seem to be certain trends the content follows—
many of the definitions seem to favour progressive views, while being 
strongly opposed to conservative views (for example, the top voted en-
tries for “homosexual” are all extremely politically correct). Whether this 
is a result merely of content of submission or the views of the administra-
tors is unknown (Wikipedia, “Urban Dictionary”). But there is a lot of 
more explicit social commentary present on Urban Dictionary as well, 
the easiest example being the top entries for the word “Obama”:

(1) The Messiah for brain-dead Democrats.

This entry has a ratio of 31246 up votes and 17539 down votes. 

This entry has a ratio of 19615 up votes and 12334 down votes. 
These may not be representative or indicative of the public opinion as 

(2) An acronym standing for  
One 
Big 
Ass 
Mistake, 
America!
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a whole, but it quite vividly illustrates one stream of thought present 
amongst the population. But, though Urban Dictionary serves as a place 
where people can express their opinions in this domain, there is no way 
to argue someone’s opinion on the website, aside from voting an entry 
up or down.

Conclusion
It feels as if the following example adequately portrays the general atmos-
phere that reigns over Urban Dictionary. 

That is what happens when you let people create their own dictionary. 
Based on a crowdsourcing model relying on the wisdom of the crowd, 
it is a platform that was first intended to collect and explain all manners 
of colloquialisms, be it ghetto slang, internet slang, abbreviations, or any 
other specific vernacular people encounter but might not be able to deci-
pher. It still does that, but thanks to the constantly fluctuating user base, 
it has also expanded to accommodate a much wider variety of entries, 
ranging from those purely humorous, those offering encyclopaedic in-
formation, those doubling as an outlet for all kinds of frustration, all the 
way to giving more or less sincere social commentary. And even if unin-
tentional, it can also be used as a source of substantial insight that can be 
gleaned with just a little bit of simple analysis. Whatever the secret recipe 
is, it was a success, as the usage statistics can confirm. It is oft question-
able how many of the entries are actually used in any sociolect, or even 
idiolect, and which are made up exclusively for the website’s creative and 
entertainment purposes, but each entry has at least some value, even if 
only that of entertainment.

(1) Ethnic Cleansing
The inevitable bout of flaming hot diarrhea that occurs after eating cer-
tain ethnic cuisines. Thai and Indian cuisines are notorious for this. Af-
ter ethnic cleansing, the entire digestive system is vacant, or cleaned out. 
(“Ethnic Cleansing”)

Filip KLUBIČKA
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lthough the award-winning Canadian author Margaret Atwood 
(b. 1939) is much more famous as a novelist—a fair number of 
her novels have already been translated into Croatian—and a 

literary critic, she has been equally prolific as a poet. Atwood, who could 
be credited with introducing a strong feminine voice into Canadian liter-
ature (even if she refuses to be defined as a feminist writer), has produced 
a body of poetry which mirrors her primary interests and concerns: the 
predicament of the woman, the artist’s predicament, the uncanniness of 
the Canadian countryside, questions of identity, etc. Some of her po-
etry can thus be read as an accompaniment to her other works, primarily 
novels, as is the case, for example, with Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer, 
which curiously complements her novel Surfacing. In The Journals of Su-
sanna Moodie Atwood enters into a dialogue not only with a text (the 
actual journals of Susanna Moodie, a 19th-century English immigrant 
to Canada), but also with a real historical person and her character and, 
most importantly, the mentality and the identity this person was chosen 
(by Atwood, by the Canadian national self, if I may be allowed this some-
what vague term) to be a representative of. 

I have decided to translate a small personal selection from Atwood’s 
poetry partly because none of it, to the best of my knowledge, has as of 
yet been translated into Croatian, and partly because ever since I took the 
course in Canadian Literature and Culture at the Department of English 
at our Faculty, I have felt an affinity towards at least certain parts of Mar-
garet Atwood’s opus, one of which is definitely her poetry. 

Atwood’s poetry does not, at least at first glance, present a great chal-
lenge to the translator. She rarely, if ever, makes use of rhyme or of other 
formal procedures, such as strict metre, that would bind the verse; her 
poems are instead largely prose-like. Nonetheless, there are subtler things 
that make this poetry distinct from prose, even on this purely superficial 
level of language, such are its rhythm, the use of enjambment, repetitions 
and intentional ambiguities that a translator ought to try to emulate in 
the target language. Usually this is not hard work, and self-restraint, care-
ful judgement and a readiness to pare down language are sufficient to 
make a good translation of Atwood’s poetry. I certainly hope mine are 
good enough.

GOR AN ČOLAKHODŽIĆ

Margaret Atwood
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There were dubious places, though, that I had to resolve as best I could—
my solutions, naturally, are not necessarily the best possible. For exam-
ple, in part i from Notes Towards a Poem That Can Never Be Written, At-
wood breaks up the second-to-last line as “where the word why shrivels 
and empties / itself”: it would be sufficient to translate “empties itself” 
as “prazni se”, but the tiny reflexive pronoun se is an unstressed parti-
cle in Croatian, unlike the more ample and emphatic itself, and as such 
would look (and sound) awkward in enjambment. This is why I chose 
the emphatic form sebe. In poem ii of the same cycle, Atwood takes the 
advantage of the English present perfect, writing “This has been happen-
ing,/ this happens”, which I translated as “To se odvija, to biva”, basically 
mirroring, through choice of lexis, the main foci of the two tenses: the 
duration of an (ongoing) action and the habitual nature of things that 
be, respectively. In my opinion I tackled the problem successfully, even 
though this may be arguable. Another sensitive spot in this cycle is the 
last line of poem v, which reads “Witness is what you must bear”. Since 
in Croatian there is no verb phrase that would replicate the English to 
bear witness, I used an unusual structure “Svjedok je ono što moraš biti” 
(cf. biti svjedokom) which, while something is definitely lost in transla-
tion—namely, the semantic burden of the here non-independent verb 
bear—echoes, at least, the outlandish structure of the original. As for The 
Journals of Susanna Moodie, two brief remarks only: first, by translating 
sandflies in Further Arrivals I aimed primarily for scientific accuracy, but I 
think I got a slightly comic effect as a by-product of this choice (papatači 
does sound funny) that to me does not seem at all undesirable in the 
given context (half-naked people scurrying on an island seen from a dis-
tance); second, instead of coming up with something more ingenious 
for “would come up blood” in Dream 1: The Bush Garden, I wrote “uroditi 
krvlju”, which does have to do with fruits and crops in general, and is also 
both relatively natural-sounding and darkly impressive. The final stanza 
of Digging is an example of Atwood’s—I believe, intentional—ambi-
guity: “I try to ignore my sour clothes, / the murky bread devoured / at 
those breakfasts, drinking orange / and black acid, butter / tasting of silt, 
refrigerators, / old remorse”. In order to keep the ambiguity between “I try 
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to ignore refrigerators and old remorse” vs. “butter tastes of refrigera-
tors and old remorse”, in my translation I wrote “maslac / okusa na glinu, 
frižidere, / staro kajanje” (instead of a neater but genitive-eliciting okusa 
gline) so I could have frižidere and staro kajanje in the accusative case, the 
same case the verb to ignore (ignorirati) asks for: and there we have the 
ambiguity we need. In Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer (ii), I rendered the 
English-specific “He asserted / into the furrows” as “usadio je tvrdnju u 
brazde”, which I hope is a decent substitute. I leave all the other problem-
atic spots for the readers to detect and ponder about them.

Bilješke k pjesmi koja 
nikada ne može biti napisana

Za Carolyn Forché.

i.
Ovo je mjesto
za koje radije ne bi znala,
ovo je mjesto koje će te nastaniti,
ovo je mjesto koje ne možeš zamisliti,
ovo je mjesto koje će te najzad poraziti

gdje se riječ zašto smežura i prazni
sebe. Ovo je glad.

ii.
Nema pjesme koju možeš napisati
o tome, pjeskovitim jamama
gdje su toliki pokopani
i otkopani, neizdrživoj
boli i dalje ocrtanoj na njihovoj koži.

NOTES TOWARDS A POEM 
THAT CAN NEVER BE WRITTEN

For Carolyn Forché.

i 
This is the place 
you would rather not know about,
this is the place that will inhabit you,
this is the place you cannot imagine,
this is the place that will finally defeat you

where the word why shrivels and empties
itself. This is famine. 

ii
There is no poem you can write 
about it, the sandpits 
where so many were buried
& unearthed, the unendurable
pain still traced on their skins.
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To se nije zbilo lani
ili pred četrdeset godina već prošli tjedan.
To se odvija,
to biva.

Pravimo vijence od pridjeva za njih,
brojimo ih kao perle,
pretvaramo ih u statistiku i litanije
i u pjesme poput ove.

Ništa ne pomaže.
Oni ostaju što jesu.

iii.
Žena leži na mokrom podu od cementa
na neprekidnom svjetlu,
tragova igle na rukama stavljenih ondje
da ubiju mozak
i pita se zašto umire.
Umire zato što je rekla.
Umire za riječ.
To njeno tijelo, tiho
i bez prstiju, piše ovu pjesmu.

iv.
Nalikuje na operaciju
ali nije to

niti je usprkos raširenim nogama, stenjanju
i krvi, rođenje.

Dijelom je to posao
dijelom prikaz vještine 
poput koncerta.

This did not happen last year
or forty years ago but last week.
This has been happening,
this happens.

We make wreaths of adjectives for them,
we count them like beads,
we turn them into statistics & litanies
and into poems like this one.

Nothing works.
They remain what they are.

iii
The woman lies on the wet cement floor
under the unending light,
needle marks on her arms put there
to kill the brain
and wonders why she is dying.

She is dying because she said.
She is dying for the sake of the word.
It is her body, silent
and fingerless, writing this poem.

iv
It resembles an  operation
but it is not one

nor despite the spread legs, grunts
& blood, is it a birth.

Partly it’s a job,
partly it’s a display of skill
like a concerto.
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Može se obaviti loše
ili dobro, kažu si oni.

Dijelom je to umjetnost.

v.
Činjenice ovog svijeta viđene jasno
viđene su kroza suze;
zašto mi onda govoriš
da mi nešto ne valja s očima?

Vidjeti jasno a da se ne žacneš,
da ne okreneš glavu,
to je agonija, selotejpom otvorene oči
na dva palca od sunca.

Što to onda vidiš?
Je li to mora, halucinacija?
Je li to vizija?
Što to čuješ?

Žilet preko očne jabučice
detalj je iz starog filma.
Također i istina.
Svjedok je ono što moraš biti. 

vi.
U ovoj zemlji možeš reći što hoćeš
jer ionako te nitko neće slušati,
na sigurnom si, u ovoj zemlji možeš pokušati napisati
pjesmu koja nikad ne može biti napisana
pjesmu koja ne izumljuje
ništa i ne opravdava ništa,
jer sebe izumljuješ i opravdavaš svaki dan.

It can be done badly
or well, they tell themselves.

Partly it’s an art.

v
The facts of this world seen clearly
are seen through tears;
why tell me then
there is something wrong with my eyes?

To see clearly and without flinching,
without turning away,
this is agony, the eyes taped open
two inches from the sun.

What is it you see then?
Is it a bad dream, a hallucination?
Is it a vision?
What is it you hear?

The razor across the eyeball
is a detail from an old film.
It is also truth.
Witness is what you must bear.

vi
In this country you can say what you like
because no one will listen to you anyway,
it’s safe enough, in this country you can try to write
the poem that can never be written,
the poem that invents
nothing and excuses nothing,
because you invent and excuse yourself each day.

Goran ČOLAKHODŽIĆ
Margaret Atwood
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Drugdje ova pjesma nije izum.
Drugdje za ovu pjesmu treba hrabrosti.
Drugdje ova pjesma mora biti napisana
jer su pjesnici već mrtvi.

Drugdje ova pjesma mora biti napisana
kao da si već mrtav,
kao da se ništa ne može učiniti
ni reći da te se spasi.

Drugdje moraš napisati ovu pjesmu
jer ništa drugo ne preostaje.

Elsewhere, this poem is not invention.
Elsewhere, this poem takes courage.
Elsewhere, this poem must be written
because the poets are already dead.

Elsewhere, this poem must be written
as if you are already dead,
as if nothing more can be done
or said to save you.

Elsewhere you must write this poem
because there is nothing more to do. 
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Iz Dnevnika Susanne Moodie

DALJNJI DOLASCI

Nakon što smo prešli dugu bolest
nazvanu ocean, zaplovili smo uzvodno

Na prvom otoku
doseljenici su odbacili odjeću
i plesali kao papatači

Ostavili smo za sobom jedan po jedan
gradove trule od kolere,
jedno po jedno naša civilizirana
razlikovanja

i ušli u prostranu tamu. 

U vlastito smo 
neznanje ušli. 

Još nisam izašla

Moj mozak seže nervoznim
pipcima u noć, odašilje
strahove dlakave kao medvjedi, 
zahtijeva svjetiljke; ili čekajući

mog sjenovitog muža, čuje
zlobu u šapatu drveća

Trebam vučje oči da vidim
istinu.

Odbijam pogledati u zrcalo.

Je li divljina
stvarna ili ne
ovisi o tome tko ondje živi. 

FURTHER ARRIVALS

After we had crossed the long illness
that was the ocean, we sailed up-river

On the first island 
the immigrants threw off their clothes
and danced like sandflies

We left behind one by one
the cities rotting with cholera,
one by one our civilized 
distinctions

and entered a large darkness.

It was our own 
ignorance we entered.

I have not come out yet

My brain gropes nervous
tentacles in the night, sends out
fears hairy as bears,
demands lamps; or waiting

for my shadowy husband , hears
malice in the trees’ whispers

I need wolf ’s eyes to see
the truth.

I refuse to look in a mirror.

Whether the wilderness is 
real or not
depends on who lives there.

Goran ČOLAKHODŽIĆ
Margaret Atwood
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SAN 1: VRT U DIVLJINI

Stajala sam iznova u tom vrtu
prodanom, napuštenom i 
otišlom u sjeme

U snu sam mogla
vidjeti ravno kroza zemlju, vidjeti
krumpire skvrčene
kao blijedi crvi u tlu 
rotkvice kako guraju dolje
svoje mesnate njuške, repe
što pulsiraju kao spora amfibijska srca.

Oko mojih nogu
izbijale su jagode, goleme
i blistave

Kad sam se sagnula
da berem, ruke su mi
ostale crvene i mokre

U snu sam rekla 
Mogla sam znati 
da će sve što je posađeno ovdje
uroditi krvlju

DREAM 1: THE BUSH GARDEN

I stood once more in that garden
sold, deserted and 
gone to seed

In the dream I could
see down through the earth, could see
the potatoes curled
like pale grubs in the soil
the radishes thrusting down
their fleshy snouts, the beets
pulsing like slow amphibian hearts.

Around my feet
the strawberries were surging, huge
and shining

When I bent
to pick, my hands
came away red and wet

In the dream I said
I should have known
anything planted here
would come up blood
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DVOSTRUKI GLAS

Dva su glasa
naizmjence koristila moje oči:

Jedan je bio fin,
slikao je akvarele,
koristio prigušene tonove govoreći
o planinama ili slapovima Niagare,
pisao nadahnjujuće stihove
i prosipao sentiment na siromahe.

Drugi je glas
znao drugo znanje:
da se muškarci znoje
uvijek i piju često,
da su svinje svinje
ali ih svejedno treba
jesti, da se nerođena djeca
gnoje u tijelu kao rane,
da nema pomoći 
protiv komaraca;

Jedan je vidio, kroz moje
mutne i postupno 
blijedeće oči, crveno lišće,
rituale godišnjih doba i rijeka

Drugi je našao mrtva psa
ustreptala od crva
napola zakopanog u grahorici.

THE DOUBLE VOICE

Two voices
took turns using my eyes:

One had manners,
painted in watercolours,
used hushed tones when speaking
of mountains or Niagara Falls,
composed uplifting verse
and expended sentiment upon the poor.

The other voice
had other knowledge:
that men sweat
always and drink often,
that pigs are pigs
but must be eaten
anyway, that unborn babies
fester like wounds in the body,
that there is nothing to be done
about mosquitoes;

One saw through my 
bleared and gradually 
bleaching eyes, red leaves,
the rituals of seasons and rivers

The other found a dead dog
jubilant with maggots
half-buried among the sweet peas. 

Goran ČOLAKHODŽIĆ
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KOPANJE

U ovom dvorištu, seoskom dvorištu
kopam lopatom

pored hrama božice
otvorenih usta: istrunulo
sijeno, što se puši
na vlažnom suncu, miris
pljesniva kartona,

punjenje kutije zrelim đubrom
za hranjenje dinja. 

Kopam jer zamjeram
kopam s gnjevom
kopam jer sam gladna,
gnojište se iskri od muha.

Pokušavam ignorirati ustajalu odjeću,
mrki kruh proždiran
na tim doručcima, pijenje narančaste
i crne kiseline, maslac
okusa na glinu, frižidere,
staro kajanje

DIGGING

In this yard, barnyard
I dig with a shovel

beside the temple to the goddess
of open mouths: decayed
hay, steaming
in the humid sunlight, odour
of mildewed cardboard,

filling a box with rotted dung
to feed the melons.

I dig because I hold grudges
I dig with anger
I dig because I am hungry,
the dungpile scintillates with flies.

I try to ignore my sour clothes,
the murky bread devoured
at those breakfasts, drinking orange
and black acid, butter
tasting of silt, refrigerators,
old remorse
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PROGRESIVNO 
LUDILO JEDNOG PIONIRA

i.
Stajao je, točka
na listu zelena papira
proglašavajući sebe središtem,

bez zidova, bez granica
bilogdje; nebo ni na kojoj visini
nad njim, potpuno ne-
ograđen
i povikao:

Pusti me van!

ii.
Kopao je tlo u redovima,
nametao sebe lopatama
Usadio je tvrdnju
u brazde, Ja
nisam nasumičan

Zemlja
je odgovarala aforizmima:

mladicom stabla, bezimenim
korovom, riječima
koje nije mogao razumjeti.

iii.
Kuća podignuta
zemljište okolčano
usred ničega.

PROGRESSIVE INSANITIES OF A PIONEER

i
He stood, a point 
on a sheet of green paper
proclaiming himself the centre,

with no walls, no borders
anywhere; the sky no height
above him, totally un-
enclosed
and shouted:

Let me out!

ii
He dug the soil in rows,
imposed himself with shovels
He asserted 
into the furrows, I
am not random.

The ground
replied with aphorisms:

a tree-sprout, a nameless
weed, words
he couldn’t understand. 

iii
The house pitched
the plot staked
in the middle of nowhere.

Goran ČOLAKHODŽIĆ
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U noći um
unutra, usred
ničega.

Predodžba životinje
tapka preko krova.

U tami se polja
brane ogradama
uzalud:
 sve
 ulazi unutra

iv.
Obdan je odolijevao.
Reče, zgađen
galamom močvare i izbojima
stijenja,
 Ovo nije red
 već odsustvo
 reda.

Bio je u krivu, nijema
je šuma dala naslutiti: 

 To je bilo
 uređeno odsustvo

v.
Mnoge je godine
pecao veliku viziju,
njišući kuke posijanog
korijenja pod površinom
plitke zemlje.

At night the mind
inside, in the middle 
of nowhere.

The idea of an animal
patters across the roof.

In the darkness the fields
defend themselves with fences
in vain:
 everything
 is getting in. 

iv
By daylight he resisted.
He said, disgusted
with the swamp’s clamouring and the outbursts
of rocks,
 This is not order
 but the absence
 of order.

He was wrong, the unanswering
forest implied:

 It was
 an ordered absence.

v
For many years
he fished for a great vision,
dangling the hooks of sown
roots under the surface
of the shallow earth.
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Bilo je to kao
dražiti kitove svijenom
pribadačom. Osim toga pomisli

u tom kraju
samo su crvi grizli

vi.
Da je znao da je nestrukturirani
prostor potop
i nakrcao svoju brvnaru-
lađu svim životinjama

čak i vukovima

bio bi možda plutao.

No neumoljiv 
je tvrdio, Tlo je čvrsto
i nagazio,

gledajući kako mu stopalo tone
dolje kroz kamen
sve do koljena.

vii.
Stvari
su odbijale imenovati se; odbijale
pustiti da ih imenuje.

Vukovi su lovili
vani.

It was like 
enticing whales with a bent
pin. Besides he thought

in that country
only the worms were biting. 

vi
If he had known unstructured
space is a deluge
and stocked his log house-
boat with all the animals

even the wolves,

he might have floated.

But obstinate he 
stated, The land is solid
and stamped,

watching his foot sink
down through stone
up to the knee.

vii
Things 
refused to name themselves; refused
to let him name them.

The wolves hunted
outside.

Goran ČOLAKHODŽIĆ
Margaret Atwood
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Na svojim žalima, svojim čistinama,
putem vala od šumskog
žbunja što mu se razbio
pred nogama, predvidio je
rasap 
 i naposljetku
kroz oči
iskrzane od njegova
napora, napetosti
između subjekta i objekta,

zelena
vizija, neimenovani
kit nahrupi

On his beaches, his clearings,
by the surf of under-
growth breaking
at his feet, he foresaw
disintegration
  and in the end
through the eyes
made ragged by his
effort, the tension
between subject and object,

the green
vision, the unnamed
whale invaded
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